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ABSTRACT
VIDEO PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT: STUDENT TEACHERS
MAY 1995
DEANNA L. NEKOVEI, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor George Forman

The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of using video as
a method of beginner teacher observation.

Additionally, this study investigated

whether or not trained observers (raters) could reliably score beginner teacher per¬
formance videotapes using a four point holistic scoring scale. It was the goal of this
study that the beginner teacher performance videotapes assessed holistically would
help to narrow the gap that now exists between teacher evaluation and actual class¬
room teaching. To this end the researcher collected 24 beginner teacher performance
videotapes and had twelve elementary school teachers, the raters, score each video¬
tape utilizing a four point holistic scoring scale that was developed for the purposes
of this dissertation. In sum, it appears that videotape performance assessment that
utilizes a holistic scoring scale is a viable and cost effective method of teacher eval¬
uation.

Lastly, it was learned that camera condition was not a significant factor

in terms of obtaining consistent scores on the performance videotapes. However, it
remains to be seen if this method helps to narrow the gap between actual classroom
teaching and teacher evaluation.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

It has recently become apparent that teacher licensure tests that rely on the tra¬
ditional paper-pencil, multiple choice format of evaluation are leaving much out of
what it means to be a good teacher. Paper and pencil exams are able to capture
reading comprehension; mathematic ability; knowledge of pedagogy; content area
knowledge; and knowledge of learners all of which have content validity. However,
they are not able to capture how teachers actually apply this knowledge in a class¬
room (Haertal, 1990). It is here that performance assessment can have its greatest
impact. But, what is performance assessment? Berk (p. ix, 1986) states that ”per¬
formance assessment is the process of gathering data by systematic observation for
making decisions about an individual.” Further, Evertson and Holley (p. 90, 1981)
note that ”classroom observation gives us a view of the climate, rapport, interaction,
and functioning of the classroom available from no other source.”
National Evaluation Systems (NES) is taking a leading role in the development
of performance assessment measures for instance in order to receive a permanent
teaching certification in New York State, teachers

will be asked to submit a videotape of a class that he or she has taught
with a completed form explaining the background, goals, and context for
1

the lesson and providing brief comments on the success of the session
(The State Education Department, University of the State of New York,

p. 2, 1991).
This example briefly illustrates the role that performance assessment measures
are taking and alludes to the potential value this method may have in the evaluation
of teaching ability, especially hands-on applications of teaching techniques. Thus, it
should not be a question of whether or not teachers will be evaluated but how they
will be evaluated given the fact that

We make judgments all the time, judgments about ourselves and what we
do and about others and what they do. And we, in turn, are being judged
by others. We cannot escape evaluation. Every choice, every decisionto speak or not, to use this example or that- involves an evaluation,
automatic or deliberate (Millman, p.12, 1981).

Further, teacher evaluation traditionally has been conducted by means of direct
observation using an analytic scoring format. However, this approach to assessing
teacher competency neglects many aspects of teacher behavior and classroom learning
such as teacher warmth and creativity in lesson implementation.

1.2

Statement of the Problem

Teacher licensure tests tend to ignore performance assessment and analytic scales
that typically utilize direct assessment are not able to readily assess many classroom
variables such as flow of the lesson and quality of teacher/student interactions. Thus,
they are not able to accurately measure actual classroom teaching.

2

1.3

Purpose of the Study

It is perceived that video could potentially be a more cost effective method of
teacher evaluation as opposed to direct observation. Thus, the purpose of this study
was to investigate the feasibility of using video as a method of beginner teacher obser¬
vation. Additionally, this study investigated whether or not trained observers could
reliably score beginner teacher performance videotapes using a four point holistic
scoring scale.
Lastly, it is the goal of this study that both of these approaches to teacher eval¬
uation, that of using videotaped observations combined with evaluation utilizing a
four point holistic scoring scale will help to narrow the gap that now exists between
teacher evaluation and actual classroom teaching.

1.4

Limitations

This study was designed to evaluate beginner teacher performance videotapes
utilizing a four point holistic scoring scale. For this reason, the results may or may
not be applicable to experienced teachers.
This study also was not designed to compare direct versus indirect methods of
teacher evaluation. Further, the holistic scoring method of evaluation does not allow
for comparisons between people outside of the group evaluated, since holistic scoring
is essentially a method of ranking. This limitation and other related limitations will
be dealt with in more detail in Chapter three of this dissertation.
In reference to videotaping, this study sought to determine the most cost effective
method of videotaping beginner teacher performance. While at the same time mini¬
mizing loss of information due to not having the beginner teacher and/or students in
view. Thus, this study positioned two wide-lens cameras (without operators) in the

3

room, one camera at the front of the room and one camera at the back of the room.
This produced three videotaping conditions: video camera at the front of the room,
video camera at the back of the room, and the two video cameras running simulta¬
neously (front and back of room) in order to produce the dual image condition. This
approach, however, does not permit information to be obtained by close-up shots
such as zooming in on something written on the blackboard. Nor does it allow for
tracking a beginner teacher’s movements. These limitations will be further discussed
in Chapter three of this dissertation.
Lastly, this study was not designed to compare direct observation versus video¬
taped observation.

1.5

Definition of Terms

The definition of terms is based on a holistic scoring manual developed by Eileen
Peters (1979) of Educational Testing Service for the Massachusetts State Board of
Education’s Basic Skills Improvement Policy.
Beginner Teachers are student teachers who were just completely their final
practicum at the time they were videotaped for the purposes of this dissertation.
Chief Rater is the person who develops the holistic scoring scale and trains the
raters. For the purpose of this dissertation the researcher fulfilled this role.
Description of the Score Points is the score points and the objectives that
are based on them. They describe what a score of four, three, two, and one are.
They are sometimes referred to as the scoring rubric.
Holistic Scoring is judging or rating a beginner teacher performance videotaped
for its total effect rather than assessing each element (e.g., classroom management,
strategies and techniques used by the teacher).

4

Problem Videotapes are beginner teacher performance videotapes that for
one reason or another are difficult to score due to degraded visual and/or auditory
problems.
Raters are elementary school teachers who were trained to score beginner teacher
performance videotapes.
Score Points are a range of points in which a score of four is usually the best
and a score of one the worst, they are used in rating beginner teacher performance
videotapes.
Training Videotapes are beginner teacher performance videotapes that are
selected by the Chief Rater to represent the range of videotapes collected. Training
videotapes are used to train the raters to score consistently. Training videotapes are
also referred to as range finders.

1.6

Overview of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of five main chapters, that of , the introduction, the
literature review, the methodology, the results, and the discussion of the results.
The Introduction provides background information, the statement of the problem,
purpose of the study, limitations, and definition of terms. The Literature Review, fol¬
lowing a brief introduction, provides a detailed account of the following: Competent
Beginner Teacher: Teaching Tasks, Microteaching, Self-Evaluation, Peer Evaluation,
and the Future of Video Performance Assessment. The Methodology chapter is sub¬
divided into two main phases, that of the initial collection of beginner teacher per¬
formance videotapes. Whereas, phase two, discusses the development of the holistic
scoring scale and the training and scoring of the beginner teacher performance video¬
tapes by the raters. The Results chapter is broken down into two main parts, that
of the holistic scoring scale and the video conditions. The Discussion of the Results

5

chapter contains an overview of the study, data collection and conclusions, major
findings and conclusions, issues of validity, recommendations, and future research.

6

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction

Teacher licensure/certification personnel should consider relevant research on
teaching and the practical experience of qualified experts(e.g., teachers, faculty,
administrators) in the construction of beginning teacher assessments.

Thus, they

should be well versed in the following research areas: teacher effectiveness, expert
versus novice teaching, and the process of learning to teach.
In this paper, I will focus on three major teacher tasks, that of preactive, in¬
teractive (Jackson, 1990), and postactive teaching jobs (Clark and Peterson, 1986),
and their relationship to the aforementioned research areas.

Next, I will take up

ways in which video has impacted on the evaluation of beginner and expert teacher
performance in the following areas: microteaching, peer evaluation, and self evalu¬
ation. Lastly, I will summarize the research on video performance assessments and
speculate on the future role of video in beginner teacher assessment.

7

2.2

Competent

Beginner

Teacher:

Teaching

Tasks
2.2.1

Introduction

Competent beginning teaching is composed of preactive, interactive, and postac¬
tive teaching tasks which are not necessarily sequential and may occur simultane¬
ously in time.

Preactive tasks are hereby defined as the ability of the teacher to

comprehend, analyze, alter, and arrange subject matter content, materials, meth¬
ods, plans, materials, and environment. Whereas, successful teacher implementation
of interactive tasks are marked by the ability to design, adapt, organize, monitor, and
evaluate plans and learning during instruction. Lastly, postactive tasks are defined
as self reflection of teaching processes, lessons, and student achievement. In addition
to continued professional development and interaction with colleagues (Reynolds,
1992).

2.2.2

Experts versus Novices

”What makes expert problem solvers better than novices? Clearly, experts in a
domain have had more training and practice than have novices, but what exactly
is it that experts have learned? Have they learned to reason better in general, or
perhaps become more skilled in applying heuristic search methods, such as meansends analysis” (Holyoke, 1990, p. 128)?
De Groot (1965) in pioneer research in expert vs.

novice chess players found

that expert chess players did not have better reasoning ability, nor did they perform
better on means-ends analysis.

It seemed that expert players instead considered

fewer, not more moves than novice players. In addition, experts used past knowledge
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to locate good moves in a short space of time, and used the greatest amount of time
contemplating good moves, not considering all possible moves.
Chase and Simon (1973) extended De Groot’s work by discovering that expert
chess players seemed to store knowledge of past chess board configurations in large
meaningful units called chunks. Chunking enabled experts to encode information in
a timely and accurate fashion only when the chess pieces were arranged in a plausible
board configuration, not randomly positioned.
In the area of physics, Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser (1981) had experts and novices
sort physics problems on the basis of similarity. Their research suggests that novices
sort on the basis of physical similarity while experts sort on the basis of deeper
underlying structural similarity.
Thus, experts have learned to categorize information in a more abstract form and
in larger chunks in order to limit search time.
It also seems that research in the area of experienced and beginner teachers also
follow this pattern as will be shown in this paper.

2.2.3

Preactive Tasks

Teachers make plans that encompass relatively short periods of time (a single les¬
son, daily, weekly, and unit planning) and others which cover more lengthy periods of
time (quarterly, semesterly, and yearly). However, there is research that suggests that
experienced and beginner teachers plans may vary significantly. Experienced teach¬
ers tend to view lesson planning in a nonlinear fashion whereas, beginner teachers
see lesson planning in a linear fashion (Clark and Peterson, 1986). It seems begin¬
ner teacher lesson planning requires more time and effort than experienced teachers
planning. Borko and Livingston (1989) state that experienced teachers are able to
’’plan more quickly and efficiently than novices because they are able to combine
information from existing schemata to fit the particulars of a given lesson” (p.490).
9

Additionally, beginner teacher planning lacks contingency plans, relies on concrete
methods and activities which is unlike experienced teachers (Borko, Livingston, McCaleb and Mauro, 1988 and Housner and Griffey, 1985).
Competent teachers are able to develop lessons that build on past knowledge.
They also tend to call attention to similarities and the sequences between old and
new information, and across subject matter (Biehler and Snowman, 1986). Success¬
ful lessons meet students educational and developmental needs and interests (Brophy
and Good, 1986). Competent teachers also set high expectations for student achieve¬
ment and behavior, but at a level that each student is capable of meeting with a little
effort (Hunter, 1982). It seems beginner teachers have trouble with defining appro¬
priate expectations for children.
Experienced teachers are able to tailor learning materials to meet the individual
needs of the students, but it has been found that beginner teachers often have trouble
in this area (Schram, Feiman-Nemser, and Ball, 1989). Beginner teachers also have
difficulty relating the ” big picture” of a lesson, topic, theme to students. It seems
beginner teachers often do not consider students prior knowledge and performance
on subject matter unlike experienced teachers (Shulman, 1989). This is probably the
result of beginner teachers lack of experience in grades other than the one he/she
is currently teaching. Additionally, few teacher colleges provide direct instruction
in the scope and sequence of curriculum across grades and subject matter. College
educators seem to feel that pre-service teachers will pick up this information in their
field experiences.

Needels (1991) also notes that experienced teachers are able to

draw on student knowledge while inexperienced teachers tend to focus on learning
that is acquired in schools.
In sum, competent teachers provide frameworks or schemata for relating past
knowledge and experiences to new learning which is enhanced by knowledge of the

10

learner. While beginning teachers are aware of the necessity of constructing appro¬
priate lessons, they are often unable to fully carry out these tasks given that they
have difficulty in explaining content materials to students. They also have trouble
tailoring lessons to meet individual needs, however, they do seem to be aware of
student differences.

2.2.4

Interactive Tasks

Teachers are actively involved in the teaching process in this phase.

Teacher

thinking often involves thoughts about pupil characteristics, lesson objectives, con¬
tent organization, and the classroom environment (Clark and Peterson, 1986). Again,
the research in this area is compatible with the beginner and experienced teacher
differences such that experienced teachers are able to sift out the important from the
trivial information and to chunk this information in a relatively short space of time
in order to make quick decisions.
Competent teachers are able to create a learning environment that minimizes stu¬
dent misbehavior through positive reinforcement, modeling, and holding students ac¬
countable for their actions, and making sure students understand the lesson (Biehler
and Snowman, 1986; Hunter, 1982; Evertson, Emmer, Clements, Sanford, Worsham,
1989; and Duke and Meckel, 1984). Competent teachers establish clear rules and
consequences for breaking rules. They also set up the physical environment in a
way that is conducive to learning such as arranging class seating in such a way that
students are visible to the teacher at all times. They also group students according
to appropriate social and learning needs. Additionally competent teachers are often
characterized as having ’’eyes in the backs of their heads” which is called ’’withitness’
(Kounin, 1970) in the teaching literature. They tend to use ”1” messages as opposed
to ’’You” messages (Ginott, 1971 and Gordon, 1974). For instance, an I message
would be ”1 don’t like it when you forget to put away your things.” Whereas, a you
11

message would be ” You also make such a mess...” They use face saving strategies such
as privately conferencing with misbehaving students and making sure the student is
aware of their actions, and why their actions are inappropriate along with a discus¬
sion of ways to solve the problem. Lastly, competent teachers strive to maximize on
task learning by minimizing the need and time it takes for transitions.
In general, competent teachers ignore minor problems and promptly attend to
serious problems by using signals such as eye contact, head shaking, making use of
proximity, avoiding threats, and repeating oneself.

It is this area (i.e., classroom

management) that beginner teachers often have the most difficulty, especially in
dealing with misbehavior and establishing respectful learning/teaching relationships
with students. That is beginner teachers have trouble establishing themselves as a
warm, caring professional, not another playmate. This is substantiated by Needels
(1991) who suggests that inexperienced teachers focus more on affective components
of teacher-student interactions while experienced teachers emphasize teacher feed¬
back to students.
Thus, it seems that classroom management occupies a greater amount of time
and attention for beginner teachers. Needels (1991) notes that student teachers and
beginner teachers, who viewed a thirty minute video of a first grade lesson seem to
place a greater emphasis on classroom management issues as opposed to experienced
teachers. Experienced teachers instead focused on lesson content and strategies used
by the first grade teacher in the video.
Additionally, Sabers, Cushing, and Berliner (1991) suggest that when novice
teacher and beginner teachers view a video of a classroom lesson they have difficulty
differentiating between important and unimportant stimuli as opposed to experi¬
enced teachers, who were able to make meaning out of the video lesson. It seems
that inexperienced teachers are unable to tell what makes a good lesson and tend
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to place an inordinate amount of emphasis on instructional materials. However, ex¬
perts are able to ”a) monitor and comprehend the events presented, b) interpret the
instructional strategies used, c) hypothesize reasons for behavior seen, and d) offer
solution strategies for problems identified” (p. 84) >
Competent teachers are able to make subject matter understandable and memo¬
rable for students because they usually know the subject matter better than beginner
teachers, and are able to approach it from a pedagogical framework (Shulman, 1987).
That is they are able to pin point why students make the errors they do, what leads
to or causes some of their misunderstandings and to develop ways to teach lessons
that avoid these pitfalls. Student teachers (Haymore, 1987) and beginner teachers
(Grossman and Richert, 1988) are just beginning to develop these skills. However,
experienced teachers show a greater understanding of learning and its interconnect¬
edness with other events (Needels, 1991).
Further, competent teachers evaluate readiness to learn a new skill, concept,
problem by asking questions, reviewing past material, testing students knowledge of
material, and reteaching as necessary (Biehler and Snowman, 1986). When students
are ready to move on, competent teachers consider past knowledge and abilities of the
learner in their preparation of lessons. Additionally, competent teachers consistently
model learning, guide students through a series of problems (situations, concepts),
provide practice, and are prompt with feedback (Hunter, 1982). They offer metaphors
and analogies to facilitate transfer to new learning situations (Siegler, 1991).
However, beginner teachers may not be so clear with their expectations about
what is to be learned. They frequently change what they do in class and the ways
they do them such as lecturing and presentations (Leinhardt and Greeno, 1986).
This may be the result of beginner teachers grappling with the subject matter at
hand along with ways to make it meaningful to students. In contrast, experienced
teachers show a more consistent pattern of behavior in their instruction.
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In sum, competent teachers establish a warm and supportive working environment
for students. They maximize on task behavior while minimizing time spent in- and
the need for- transitions. They set clear and fair classroom rules and hold students
accountable for their actions and learning. In contrast, beginner teachers often have
trouble in this area due to inexperience working in a classroom. They are unable
to frame the problem at hand in a short space of time in order to come up with a
problem solution.
Competent teachers set clear expectations for student behavior and learning,
they model appropriate behavior and learning, they provide extensive practice and
feedback to students before modeling and guiding students through new material.
Additionally, they relate past learning to new learning through analogies, metaphors,
and examples, and utilize student interest and needs in assigning learning materials.
Again, beginner teachers have difficulty teaching subject matter to students.

Al¬

though, beginner teachers (and student teachers) are developing knowledge of why
certain skills, concepts, problems are difficult for students to grasp.

2.2.5

Postactive Tasks

Competent teachers reflect on whether or not they are successful in meeting
student needs, during as well as after a lesson (unit). They tend to use multiple forms
of evaluations such as questioning students for understanding, providing practice and
review of material and they make use of formative and summative exams in order
to tell if students are meeting teacher expectations of learning (Hunter, 1982 and
Biehler and Snowman, 1986).
However, beginner teachers have difficulty reflecting on their teaching and often
mention incidental things such as did they make good use of the blackboard (Borko
and Livingston, 1989). As mentioned earlier they tend to be overly concerned about
classroom management issues (Needels, 1991). However, experienced teachers place
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more emphasis on student understanding and place less emphasis on classroom man¬
agement (Borko and Livingston, 1989). Additionally, experienced teachers make use
of more ”if-then” thinking (Berliner and Carter, 1989, p.56). Experienced teachers
often reflect on student-teacher interactions such as did the teacher ask probing ques¬
tions, make use of wait time, show acceptance of student answers (Hunter, 1982),
make use of familiar vocabulary, and provide clarifications, explanations of unfamil¬
iar words and terms (Needels, 1991). In general, beginning teachers mention far more
inconsequential events than do experienced teachers (Needels, 1991). This may be
the result of the fact that for the beginning teacher everything is new and therefore
cause for discussion.
In sum, competent teachers reflect on their ability to reach students by consid¬
ering student answers to their questions. While inexperienced teachers also tend to
evaluate their effectiveness, they do so only superficially, that is they focus more on
peripheral things such as classroom management instead of more central things such
as student understanding of the subject matter.

2.3

Conclusion

In closing, beginner teachers are slowly developing the skills necessary to teach
successfully, and while they may not be as proficient as experienced teachers ’we [still]
should expect beginning teachers to be able to: plan lessons that enable students
to relate new learning to prior understanding and experiences; develop rapport and
personal interactions with students; establish and maintain rules and routines that
are fair and appropriate to students; arrange the physical and social conditions in
the classroom in ways that are conducive to learning and that fit the academic
task; represent and present subject matter in ways that enable students to relate
new learning to prior understanding and that help students develop metacognithe
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strategies; assess student learning using a variety of measurement tools and adapt
instruction according to the results; and reflect on their own actions and students’
responses in order to improve their teaching” (Reynolds, 1992, p.26).

2.4
2.4.1

Microteaching
Introduction

What is Microteaching? A student teacher places before a group of five children
what looks like a bare, brown tree branch. However, on closer inspection the children
discover that one of the branches moves! The student teacher informs the children
that this moving branch is called ”A Walking Stick.” The student teacher then asks
the five children why an insect would look like a tree branch.

A few feet away

a camera person, the student teacher’s supervisor, is videotaping the scene while
jotting down notes. The lesson lasts for about five minutes. In this short lesson, the
students have learned about the concept of camouflage, and the intern has learned
to ask probing questions (a teaching skill).

Immediately following the lesson the

students fill out a form about the lesson and the student teacher’s performance. The
teacher then meets with the supervisor to discuss the lesson by reviewing segments of
the videotape (if video was used) and reviewing student feedback. Next, the teacher
replans the lesson in light of feedback received, and reteaches the lesson to a new
group of children (Allen and Ryan, 1969). This process of teach-critique-reteach is
known as microteaching (Olivero, 1970).
As was shown in the above illustration microteaching is not simulated teaching.
There is no role playing involved, the student teacher is a real potential teacher and
the children are real students. To this end Copper and Allen (1971) do not advocate
using peers to play the part of students, since ’’they [peers] are acting as they think
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secondary or elementary school students would behave. Even if they are not role
playing, but behaving naturally, they are still not part of the population the student
teachers are preparing to teach” (p.2).

2.4.2

History of Microteaching

Microteaching was first introduced to education in 1963 at Stanford University
by Professors Allen, Bush, and McDonald. It developed out of a need to better train
and assess student teachers teaching performance. In its early stages of development,
microteaching was a demonstration lesson in that peers were assigned roles to play
(as students in a classroom) such as the class ”know-it-all” and the ”1 don’t care”
person. It was the student teacher’s role to try and teach this class how to play a
game. This lesson was designed to teach student teachers the rigors involved in teach¬
ing (Cooper and Allen, 1971; Allan and Ryan, 1969; and Olivero, 1970). However,
the demonstration lesson was an artificial situation which was soon replaced with
real students and student teachers practicing real teacher behaviors. Thus, student
teachers were asked to plan a lesson in their area of specialization (e.g., mathemat¬
ics, science, reading). This approach too was deemed ineffective, since it left out
pedagogical training. To solve this problem ’’Horace Abertine [a graduate student]
developed the technical teaching skill ’How To Begin a Lesson’ as part of a research
study. The interns were instructed to use this skill in their microteaching lesson. As
a result of this experience, the practice of focusing on one skill at a time evolved
and proved to be quite successful” (Cooper and Allen, 1971, p.2). It is important
to note that all microteaching skills were operationally defined in terms of specified
teacher and student behaviors. Cooper and Allen (1971) in their appendix provide
a list of teaching skills: fluency in asking questions, probing questions, higher order
questions, divergent questions, reinforcement, recognizing attending behavior, silence
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and nonverbal cues, cueing, set induction, stimulus variation, closure, lecturing, use
of examples, planned repetition, and completeness of communication.

2.4.3

Propositions

Allen and Ryan (1969) state that ” fundament ally, microteaching is an idea, at
the core of which lie five essential propositions:
• First, microteaching is real teaching.

Although the teaching situation is a

constructed one in the sense that teacher and students work together in a
practice situation, nevertheless, bona fide teaching does take place.
• Second, microteaching lessens the complexities of normal classroom teaching.
Class size, scope of content, and time are all reduced.
• Third, microteaching focuses on training for the accomplishment of specific
tasks.

These tasks may be the practice of instructional skills, the practice

of techniques of teaching, the mastery of certain curricular materials, or the
demonstration of teaching methods.
• Fourth, microteaching allows for the increased control of practice. In the prac¬
tice setting of microteaching, the rituals of time, students, methods of feedback
and supervision, and many other factors can be manipulated. As a result, a
high degree of control can be built into the training program.
• Fifth, microteaching greatly expands the normal knowledge-of-results or feed¬
back dimension in teaching. Immediately after teaching a brief micro-lesson,
the trainee engages in a critique of his performance. To give him maximum
insight into his performance, several sources of feedback are at his disposal (pp.

2-3).
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2.4.4

Evaluation of Microteaching

Much of the earlier criticisms of microteaching were due to it being based on
behavior modification, and the fact that proponents of the teaching skills approach
professed that it was a way of producing effective teaching (McGarvey and Swallow,
1986). These two points are supported by the following researchers:
What (the trainee) seems to learn when the skill is emphasized is to
choose this skill more frequently in specific instructional situations, sup¬
planting other options previously favoured. . . The result is sometimes a
distressing distortion of normal teaching. . . Some of the practice which
teachers get is practice in teaching poorly, in order to produce situations
where the ’skills’ can be applied (Applebee, 1976, p-40).
It presented a behavioristic image of the world, ignoring the purposes
and context of teaching, while disregarding trainees’ values relating to
education and social reform. . . [Further,] it inferred that the sum of
the component skills resulted in good teaching, ignoring the individual
differences and teachers and pupils whereby teachers implying identical
teaching techniques produce different affects in their pupils (Seidman,

1969).
It distorted the teaching situation. Students experienced great difficulty
in planning and executing a lesson designed to demonstrate particular
skills, particularly when the use of such skills seem unwarranted in the
way the lesson developed. Also, the students found the constraints of the
short lesson very artificial (Brown and Armstrong, 1975), and pupils often
found the short lesson meaningless in terms of learning gains (Brusling,

1974).
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Microteaching has been faulted for not producing long term results. Researchers
note that even with rigorous microteaching sessions student teachers often take on
the behaviors of their co-operating teacher (Louw, 1985 and Copeland, 1978). This
fact is verified by Copeland (1978) when he states that ’’there is a strong relationship
between the student teacher’s tendency toward skill usage of the co-operating teacher
with whom the student teacher works” (p.97).
Louw (1985) suggests that one way to partially alleviate this problem would
be to encourage the co-operating teachers to allow the student teachers to use the
microteaching skills they learned. However, this does not solve the entire problem
given the fact that student teachers tend to be more inclined to respond to the co¬
operating teacher’s style of teaching.

Thus, the skills student teachers acquire in

microteaching sessions are not sufficiently realized in a real classroom setting.
Additionally, microteaching can not operationalize all teaching behaviors, only
those that can be described in behavioral terms. It can not make a teacher who
has not mastered subject matter knowledge a brilliant teacher, nor will it solve all
problems associated with the training of teachers (Allen and Ryan, 1969).
Despite the shortcomings of microteaching, it has spread to encompass areas
outside of teaching such as counseling (Ivey, 1968) and supervision (Villar, 1987).
The major appeal of microteaching lies in the fact that it seems to provide a safe
environment to try out new skills. Hargie (1980) in McGarvey and Swallow (1986)
notes that it has the potential to lead the student teacher ’’gently into the teaching
situation rather than throwing him into the deep end hoping he will be able to
manage.”
Further, Kallenbach and Gall (1969) in a study of the effectiveness of microteach¬
ing found that microteaching was not better than standard student teaching, how¬
ever, microteaching was viewed as the superior method of training since it took only
one-fifth the amount of time to achieve similar results as standard student teaching.
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2.4.5

Conclusion

Microteaching involves a student teacher learning and demonstrating a teaching
skill to a small group of children (3-6) for a short period of time (5-30 minutes). Then
receiving constructive feedback followed by reteaching the lesson to a new group of
children. Further, microteaching is based on behavior modification as Skinner (1968)
states:

The whole process of becoming competent in any field must be divided
into a very large number of very small steps, and reinforcement must be
contingent upon the accomplishment of each step (p. 21).

Despite criticisms of artificiality and its limited scope, microteaching remains a
useful diagnostic tool capable of providing student teachers and supervisors alike
immediate feedback on student teachers’ strengths and weaknesses. In closing, like
any other method, it is not a panacea, ”it is not a cure-all for the problems of teacher
education” (Cooper and Allen, 1971, p.20).

2.5
2.5.1

Self-Evaluation
Introduction

Self-evaluation is the process by which a person actively reflects on past perfor¬
mance and in light of findings adjusts his/her performance in order to improve that
performance. In the area of teaching, ’’self-evaluation involves an understanding of
the principles of teaching, careful interpretation of feedback, and a willingness to
adapt and improve” (Greis, 1986, p. 232).
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2.5.2

The Use of Video in Self-Evaluation

Videotaping is a tool that can help enhance teacher self-evaluation, since it pro¬
vides a record of performance that can be reviewed and commented on as necessary.
The use of videotaping as a means of self-evaluation has been useful in improving
the teaching skills of student teachers (Krajewski, 1983). Further, Deasy, Heitzenroder, Wienke, and Bloom (1991) note that student teachers rate videotape higher
in the areas of objectivity, efficiency, and teaching effectiveness in comparison to the
standard method of observation, that is, a supervisor directly observes and notes
student teacher behavior and provides feedback as to what he/she saw. Addition¬
ally, those student teachers who preferred video over observation suggest that the
video method has the ability to enhance self-evaluation and awareness on teaching
behaviors. However, videotaping can initially cause anxiety in student teachers. To
help alleviate the stress of being videotaped Greis (1986) suggests that:
1. Lesson planning should be flexible and guided by an experienced teacher.
2. While guidance is important, the trainee should be encouraged to try new
ideas.
3. For some trainees, especially those with little or no experience, team teaching
can be both effective and enjoyable.
4. Close coordination with the instructor will allow the trainee to assume increas¬
ing teaching responsibilities with greater ease (p. 232).

2.5.3

The Transition Observation Instrument

Struyk (1991) suggests that ” teachers themselves are in a position to fill the gap
in instructional supervision” (p-2). To this end she developed the Transition Ob¬
servation Instrument (TOI). The TOI is based on teacher effectiveness research and
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measures the length of time between learning, that is, the time it takes to change
classes, get out necessary materials, line up, etc. which is called a transition. The
TOI measures lesson continuity, off task behavior of students and teacher interven¬
tion, teacher language, attentiveness of students, clarity of directions, and withitness
or teacher knowledge of what is going on the the classroom.
The TOI uses a timeline approach for data collection. Thus, each 20 minutes
of class time is partitioned into twenty second time frames. This approach to time
sampling requires a qualified camera person to pan the room in twenty second sweeps.
Although, the TOI requires an extensive amount of time and training to imple¬
ment, it does seem to point teachers in the direction of ways they can effectively
improve their own teaching performance.

2.6

The Dialogic Model of Problem Solving

Koetting (1985) proposes a model for analyzing teaching which focuses on self¬
reflection and critique and is based on the dialogic model of problem solving postu¬
lated by Paulo Freire. Koetting notes that this approach will require extensive use of
classroom videotaping in order to codify important elements in the teaching process.
He suggests codification is the process of ”re-presenting the object of reflection. . .
to the subjects. . . , in a form identifiable to them, and related to their experience”

(pp.9-10). Further, Koetting believes that the codification process will enable us to
maintain focus on the teacher’s ’’beliefs-practice, self-reflect ion on the self-formative
process-person-centered paradigm” (p.10).
The theory of dialogics refers to dialogue where critical thinking occurs and gen¬
erates critical thinking. A major component of dialogue is communication which is
itself based on attaining meaning and understanding. In a classroom setting dialogue
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has the potential of identifying the power relations and the shared responsibility that
occurs in classrooms.
The process of decoding the student-teacher, teacher-student interactions calls
for critical thinking (dialogics) on the mediating object (videotape) in order to come
up with a mutual understanding of what occurred. Thus, dialogue serves a way to
broaden awareness of classroom events and interactions since one’s views and un¬
derstandings are systematically challenged. ’’Through this process of consciousness
raising, subjects can arrive at a greater awareness of the social context which forms
their lives, and also create awareness of their capacity to intervene and transform it”

(p.12).
In closing, Koetting (1985) believes this approach would maintain its personcentered characteristics of what is effective teaching. To this end appropriate video¬
taping research areas for this paradigm would be what values the teacher holds in
regards to student learning; what is valuable to learn; the impact of interaction
patterns in a classroom, and others along similar lines.

2.6.1

Conclusion

Thus, self-evaluation when coupled with video has the capability of providing
teachers with information that they could not readily get from any other source.
Further, self-evaluation videotapes freeze information related to teacher behavior,
for later review and self-help.
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2.7

Peer Evaluation

2.7.1

Introduction

Peer evaluation is closely related to self-evaluation given the fact that the teacher
(or student teacher) is involved in reflecting on the videotaped lesson. Further, only
the videotaped teacher has the ability to make changes in his/her teaching in order
to effect changes in the classroom.

2.7.2

Resistance to Video

Cryer (1988) notes that college faculty members are initially hesitant to have
their lectures videotaped for playback and analysis. However, the majority of college
faculty that do decide to participate find that it can be a rewarding learning experi¬
ence. Anastos and Ancowitz (1987) report similar findings on the reluctance to be
videotaped among New York school teachers. They found that teacher reluctance
stemmed from three major areas:

• First, experienced teachers frequently resist observation because it is so often
synonymous with administrative evaluation.
• Second, teachers dislike being videotaped.
• Third, teachers are reluctant to be out of their classrooms (p.^1).

However, Anastos and Ancowitz (1986) note that once teachers overcome their
initial reluctance to be videotaped they find that it meets their professional needs in
a way that other inservice programs can not, since it provides a warm and collegial
environment to practice and observe new teaching techniques. It also can alleviate
symptoms of teacher burnout (e.g., boredom, inadequacy, fatigue).
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2.7.3

Video and Inservice Training

Videotaping has been used in isolated rural areas to teach teachers the growing
body of research on effective teaching in order for them to incorporate this knowledge
into their instructional activities (Phelps and Wright, 1986). Essentially, this process
involves assigning rural school teachers to coaching teams.

The coaching teams

consist of teachers from different grade/subject areas. Each team is responsible for
providing companionship, technical feedback, and support.
Phelps and Wright (1986) established a coaching module based on mediated team
coaching in rural Tennessee. They videotaped thirty-five teachers in the fall of 1985.
The videotaping session consisted of keeping the camera trained on the teacher in
order to capture verbal and nonverbal behavior. They also used a lavalier microphone
to prevent background noise from interfering with teacher verbal behavior.
The next step was to train the coaching teams to use the Effective Teaching
Checklist which was developed by Tennessee Technological University. Additionally
each month the teams met with a project director, who was affiliated with the uni¬
versity to discuss some aspect of teacher effectiveness research. As a group all teams
practiced administering the checklist using the videotapes that were developed in the
fall. Each team also met individually to discuss what the group would be looking
for in subsequent videotapes. Following each videotaped observation, the teams met
to provide the videotaped teacher(s) with the results of the observation checklist. It
was then up to the teacher to alter her teaching by developing instructional goals for
improvement. The goals were then shared with the project director. The procedure
was followed each month. During subsequent monthly meetings all teams met as a
group to discuss and clarify scoring ambiguities and to learn about other aspects of
effective teaching.
Phelps and Wright (1986) note that mediated peer coaching is effective in chang¬
ing teacher behavior, especially in the area of increasing focus on student involvement
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in the learning process. Furthermore, it is a cost effective method for providing ru¬
ral teachers with current information on teaching and ways to stimulate change in
teaching performance.

2.7.4

Conclusion

Thus, peer coaching coupled with video can be a valuable tool to cause positive
behavior change in teachers. It also provides teachers with a supportive peer network
that seems to help alleviate some of the isolation that teachers feel when teaching
alone. In essence it opens the classroom doors in schools to provide collegial sharing
of information among teachers. Lastly, it is a cost effective method for providing
inservice teachers with training in the growing body of research in the area of teacher
effectiveness.

2.8

The Future of Video Performance Assess¬
ment

2.8.1

Introduction

It is practically assured that video performance assessment in the area of teacher
education will continue to flourish. Evidence of this can be seen by the increasing
numbers of articles that continue to be published in this area. In addition to the
number of articles is the number of ways videotaping is being used in video per¬
formance assessment of teachers.

I have already briefly described three methods,

that of microteaching, self- and peer- evaluation. What I have not mentioned is the
growing number of assessments that either combine video with traditional methods
of assessment or are using video in new and innovative ways. I will briefly cover some
of these methods in this section of the paper.
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2.8.2

Use of Video in the Development of Observation In¬
struments

Videotaping is being used in a small way in the development of observation in¬
struments. Fluegge (1990) notes that six videotapes (2 elementary school, 2 middle
school, and 2 high school) of teacher performance were used in the development
of the Kentucky Teacher Intern Program (KTIP). Videotaped lessons were used to
check the reliability of the KTIP, even though, the KTIP is to be utilized for direct,
not videotaped performance assessment.

2.8.3

Use of Video in the Development of a Rating Scale

Backlund and Black (1988) cite a related study used to develop of a rating scale to
assess student teacher communication skills. The Teacher Communication Compe¬
tencies rating scale was designed so that people from diverse areas and backgrounds
could come to an agreement in regards to score assignment (interrater reliability).
However, this study not only used videotapes to establish the reliability of the scale,
it was also intended to be the mode of evaluating communication competencies of
student teachers.

2.8.4

Use of Video in a Multiple-Choice Exam

Sarah Stanley (1990) from IOX Assessment Associates is involved in the devel¬
opment of a pedagogical concepts exam which will utilize videotapes. Essentially,
IOX intends to develop live action and script staged video segments of teaching. It
will be up to the examinee to view the videotape segments and then to answer a
multiple-choice question that is based on the video segment. For example:
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The test items that examinees encounter when they ’turn the page’ of
their examination booklets are multiple-choice in nature. The items deal
with central pedagogical concepts that are represented in the item’s video¬
taped scene. Examinees are asked. . . to identify (from four options) the
nature of the activity (e.g., ’guided practice’) in which the teacher was
having students engage (p.7).

2.8.5

Video Performance Assessment

One of the most ambitious video performance assessment to date is reported by
John Fredericksen (1992). This project was a collaboration between the Educational
Testing Service and the Institute on Learning. This video assessment was developed
to identify accomplished mathematics teachers for certification by the National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards. This video assessment was designed to make
teachers aware of outstanding teacher skills and behaviors that are valued in the
teaching profession, and also to encourage teacher reflection of their performance as
well as others.
Fredericksen (1992) reports that teachers will be asked to submit a sample of
their teaching (video) along with classroom context information and reflective selfassessment of the lesson. Taken together all this information makes up what is called
video portfolio assessment.
To date Fredericksen (1992) notes that they have created an Exemplar Library
of short videotaping segments. An Exemplar Library ’’includes: (1) video footage
of a teaching episode, (2) a context for the episode, (3) ratings of the quality of the
exemplar, and (4) a rationale for the ratings (p.6).
Another ambitious video performance assessment project was mounted by Na¬
tional Evaluation Systems, Inc of Amherst, Massachusetts in association with State
Education Department, University of the State of New York (1991).
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Essentially,

all teachers seeking permanent certification in New York will be asked to submit a
videotape of a lesson that he or she taught. Additionally, the teachers will submit a
context of instruction form detailing what they did in their lesson and also an eval¬
uation of the lesson. Lastly, a holistic scoring method is currently being developed
to assess the teacher videotapes.
Additionally, National Evaluation Systems, Inc of Amherst, Massachusetts in
conjunction with the Texas Education Agency (in personal communications,1995)
is in the process of developing video-based prompts for the examination of princi¬
pals. Basically, perspective principals will be asked to view a ten to fifteen minute
video segment of a classroom lesson. Upon completion of the lesson the perspective
principals will be asked to respond in writing to the video segment.

2.9

Conclusion

It has been shown that beginner teachers are slowly developing the skills neces¬
sary to teach successfully, and while they may not be as proficient as experienced
teachers ”we [still] should expect beginning teachers to be able to: plan lessons that
enable students to relate new learning to prior understanding and experiences; de¬
velop rapport and personal interactions with students; establish and maintain rules
and routines that are fair and appropriate to students; arrange the physical and
social conditions in the classroom in ways that are conducive to learning and that
fit the academic task; represent and present subject matter in ways that enable stu¬
dents to relate new learning to prior understanding and that help students develop
metacognitive strategies; assess student learning using a variety of measurement tools
and adapt instruction according to the results; and reflect on their own actions and
students’ responses in order to improve their teaching” (Reynolds, 1992, p.26).
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Additionally, three methods of using videotape in the training of teachers was
illustrated, that of microteaching, self-evaluation and peer evaluation. Microteaching
involves a student teacher learning and demonstrating a teaching skill to a small
group of children (3-6) for a short period of time (5-10 minutes). Then receiving
constructive feedback followed by reteaching the lesson to a new group of children.
Microteaching has been criticized for creating an artificial learning environment
and for its limited scope. Despite these criticisms, microteaching’s longevity sug¬
gests that it is a useful diagnostic tool capable of providing student teachers and
supervisors alike with immediate feedback on student teachers’ performance.
Self-evaluation is the process by which a person actively reflects on past perfor¬
mance in order to improve that performance. In teaching, ’’self-evaluation involves
an understanding of the principles of teaching, careful interpretation of feedback, and
a willingness to adapt and improve” (Greis, 1986, p. 232). Further, self-evaluation
is enhanced when videotaping is used, since it provides a record of performance that
can be reviewed and commented on as necessary.
A related type of evaluation is peer coaching. As with self-evaluation, peer coach¬
ing coupled with video can be a valuable tool to cause positive behavior change in
teachers. It also provides teachers with a supportive peer network that seems to help
alleviate some of the isolation that teachers feel when teaching alone. Additionally,
it is a cost effective method for providing inservice teachers with training in the area
of teacher effectiveness.
In sum, video performance assessment of teachers is a growing research area.
Video performance assessment measures are not only being used in the aforemen¬
tioned ways, but also in the development of direct observation measures,in the assess¬
ment of teacher communication competency exams, in the development of a multiplechoice pedagogical concept exam which utilizes videotaped teaching segments, in the
development of a video assessment measure to identify accomplished mathematics
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teachers, in the development of video-based writing prompt, and in video perfor¬
mance assessment of teachers.
Thus, despite the growing body of research on video performance assessment,
there still remains a need for assessing beginner teacher performance in the class¬
room. While there are in existence analytic or checklist measures of beginner teacher
classroom performance most of them make use of direct observation (Fredericksen,
1992; Struyk, 1991; Backlund and Black, 1988; Sandefur, 1987; Kearns, 1984; and
Allen Sz Ryan, 1969). What is needed is a way to obtain an overall assessment of
teacher behavior, a method that focuses on multiple teacher competencies along with
a milieu of teacher-student interactions, not only on individual competencies, but se¬
lected teacher-student interactions. Thus, it is the goal of this study to narrow the
gap that now exists between teacher evaluation and actual classroom teaching.
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CHAPTER 3

Methodology
3.1

Introduction

The goals of this dissertation were two-fold, first to assess the feasibility of using
videotapes to evaluate beginner teacher performance, and secondly, to determine
if a reliable holistic scoring scale could be developed to evaluate the videotaped
observations. Thus, this chapter will be broken down into two main parts or phases.
Phase one will discuss the collection of teacher observation videotapes. Whereas,
phase two will focus on the development of a holistic scoring scale that was used to
evaluate the teacher observation videotapes.

3.2
3.2.1

Phase One
Introduction

To date the majority of teacher evaluation instruments utilize the analytic, direct
observation method for the evaluation of teaching performance. However, it has been
noted in Chapter one of this dissertation that this method is not able to capture all
aspects of teaching such as teacher enthusiasm and overall flow of the lesson and
the classroom environment, in general.

Further, Chapter two of this dissertation
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suggested that video has the potential to enhance teacher evaluation by creating a
hard copy of the teacher’s performance.
The goal of this chapter is to help narrow the gap that exists between actual
classroom teaching and teacher evaluation.

Thus, in phase one of this chapter,

the researcher discusses in detail, the collection of the twenty-four beginner teacher
performance videotapes that utilized three videotaping conditions.

Additionally,

limitations surrounding collection of the beginner teacher performance videotapes
will be discussed.

3.2.2

Participants

The participants were twenty-four (22 females and 2 males) undergraduate educa¬
tion majors attending the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The participants
were in the process of completing student teaching in the public schools within the
vicinity of Amherst.
This researcher’s, first step was to obtain permission to videotape student teachers
in the public schools. To achieve this goal, the researcher mailed letters requesting
the assistance of superintendents and/or principals in five school districts. All live
school districts agreed to participate in this study. Further, of the twelve schools in
these five districts, eleven schools agreed to participate (see Superintendent/Principal
letter, Appendix A).
The researcher’s, next step was to verbally ask the student teachers to partici¬
pate in the study. In the participating schools, there were 38 student teachers and
29 agreed to be videotaped while teaching a lesson for the purpose of this disser¬
tation. Prior to being videotaped each student teacher assisted the research in the
distribution and collection of informed consent forms for each child in their class
(see Appendix B). There were four types of consent forms used in this study that
of, blocked, regular, Spanish, and Chinese. The blocked version stipulated that the
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researcher would block out any child whose parents did not want to be in the video¬
tape, but who did want the child to participate in the lesson. The regular version
only requested that the child be allowed to be videotaped during a class lesson. The
last two versions were essentially the same as the regular version except they were
written in Spanish and Chinese, repectively. Additionally, each student teacher sub¬
mitted a draft of their lesson plan to the researcher (see Appendix C, Sample Lesson
Plan Format). Further, the consent of each student teacher was obtained prior to
videotaping (see Appendix D).
Due to children not returning consent forms only twenty-five student teachers
were videotaped. Further, in one class there were a significant number of children
who could not remain in the videotape, since their parents had asked that they
participate in the lesson, but be blocked out of the videotape. This, in turn lead
to the videotape not being used in the study. Thus, a total of twenty-four student
teachers videotapes were collected for the purpose of this dissertation.
Lastly, the participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the study
at any time. Throughout the rest of this dissertation the participants will be called
beginner teachers, since they were just completing their teaching degrees at the time
of videotaping.

3.2.3

Procedures

The participants were videotaped using two cameras, one at the front of the room
and one at the back of the room. Additionally, the two videotapes were placed sideby-side to produce a third condition, the dual image condition. The third condition
was essentially three videotapes given that this condition used two cameras. Thus,
there were three videotaping conditions: video camera placed at the front of the room,
video camera placed at the back of the room, two video cameras used simultaneously
(front and back of room) in order to produce the dual image condition.
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This study was interested in trying to determine the most cost effective method
of videotaping beginner teacher performance. Thus, the cameras were mounted on
tripods and positioned at the front and back of the room in order to obtain the most
information possible on beginner teacher performance utilizing a wide lens. This
enabled the researcher to let the cameras run independently of a camera operator
while at the same time still being able to capture classroom information. This design
had the advantage of obtaining the maximum amount of information possible about
which type of camera position and format was best suited for accurately scoring be¬
ginner teachers’ performance videotapes while minimizing the number of participants
necessary to conduct the study.
The participants were videotaped by the researcher while conducting a typical
classroom lesson in other words, no attempt was made to manipulate the mode of
instruction.

Figure 3.2.3 illustrates general camera positions used in videotaping

beginner teacher performance.

3.2.4

Limitations

Given the nature of the study, the researcher could not guarantee complete
anonymity to the beginner teachers, since they were videotaped. However, the re¬
searcher assured participants that no one associated with the university (with the
exception of the dissertation committee) or within the Amherst community would be
allowed to view the videotapes without their written approval. To maintain video¬
tape security, the videotapes were kept at the researcher’s residence under lock and
key.
This study was designed to investigate the most cost effective method of obtain¬
ing information on beginner teacher performance utilizing video. To achieve this
goal, the cameras were mounted on tripods and positioned at the front and back
of the room in order to obtain the most information possible on beginner teacher
36
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Figure 3.1: Illustrations of camera positions for whole group (top) versus small group
(bottom) instructions.
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performance utilizing a wide lens. However, this method of videotaping precludes
any attempts at obtaining close up shots, that is zooming in on a teacher-student
interaction or on something written on the blackboard, since the cameras were left
to run independently. Thus, eliminating the need to have a camera person in the
room.
Another limitation of the study was the fact that in grades K-3 most teachers do
not lecturer, they move freely about the classroom. Thus, there was some difficulty in
deciding where to place the cameras. To help alleviate this potential problem the re¬
searcher asked the beginner teachers’ approximately where they would be conducting
the lesson in order to find the most optimal position for the cameras.

3.3

Phase Two

3.3.1

Introduction

Edward White (1985) a major proponent for holistic scoring of text writes:

To proceed holistically is to see things as units, as complete, as wholes,
and to do so is to oppose the dominant tendency of our time, the analytic
spirit, which breaks things down into constituent parts in order to see how
they work. Analytic reductionism assumes that knowledge of the parts
will lead to understanding of the whole-a theory that works very well
with machinery or other objects but less well with art or life forms. A
table leg is much the same whether attached to the table or not; my
leg or that of Michelangelo’s David change’s meaning drastically when
detached. The holistic approach argues against reductionism and denies
that the whole is only the sum of its parts (p. 18).
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Thus, it can be said that to judge something holistically, is to judge it for its total
effect. While its component parts do have an impact on the rater (the judge), it is
the overall quality, not the discrete parts, that provide the basis for the assessment.
In the history of assessment many fields of study have at one point or another
made judgements in holistic terms.

However, it has been writing assessment that

has given holistic scoring its stamp of approval. In the area of writing assessment,
holistic scoring is no longer seen as a subjective method of evaluating text as Watson
(1930) might have called a black box operation. Instead writing specialists have come
to respect holistic scoring, they see it as both a valid and reliable method for the
evaluation of text (White, 1985; Williamson, 1993; and Cherry and Meyer, 1993).
Like writing assessment, the field of education has traditionally used a reduction¬
ist approach in the evaluation of teachers. However, this approach leaves out much
of what it means to be a good teacher. For instance, the reductionist approach to
teacher performance assessment is unable to account for teacher creativity in lesson
planning, teacher enthusiasm, and overall flow of the classroom environment (e.g.,
the quality of teacher-student interactions). For these reasons and others, Fredericksen and Collins (1989) suggests that educators look to writing assessment for ways of
improving teacher evaluation in order to more accurately capture teacher behavior.
Thus, it was the goal of phase two to develop a holistic scoring scale and to
train raters to rate (score) the beginner teacher performance videotapes that were
collected in phase one of this study.

3.3.2

Participants

A total of twelve female elementary school teachers from Western Massachusetts
participated as raters (judges) for the purpose of this dissertation.

Each teacher

rated nine beginner teacher performance videotapes holistically (to be described in
depth in this chapter). The age of the participants ranged from 25 years to o2 years
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(mean=44 years). The number of years the teachers had taught at the elementary
level ranged from 4 years to 26 years (mean=19 years).

Further, nine of the 12

teachers taught in grades kindergarten through grade four.

While the remaining

three teachers taught in more than one grade (e.g., art teacher).
It should also be noted that four of the twelve teachers had experience working
with student teachers. Whereas, eight of the twelve teachers did not have any ex¬
perience working with student teachers. Additionally, three of the twelve teachers
had previous experience using the holistic method of assessment for writing samples.
As opposed to nine of the teachers without any previous experience with holistic
assessment.
Lastly, for the remainder of this dissertation, the elementary school teachers will
be referred to as Raters given that this was the primary role that they fulfilled. The
researcher will at times be called the chief rater and at other times simply be referred
to as the researcher.

3.3.3

Procedures

This section is based on a holistic scoring manual developed by Eileen Peters
(1979) of Educational Testing Service for the Massachusetts State Board of Edu¬
cation’s Basic Skills Improvement Policy.

This manual was developed to educate

and train people to conduct holistic scoring sessions for the assessment of written
text. Additionally, White (1985) and the Focused Holistic Scoring of TABS Writing
Samples, Exit Level. Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (1980) that was produced by
the Texas Education Agency provided valuable information pertaining to the orga¬
nization of a holistic scoring session. It is the goal of this dissertation to apply the
knowledge of holistic scoring for written assessment to videotaped beginner teachei
performance assessment. The following sections discuss in depth the holistic scoiing
process.
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3.3.3.1

Selection of Chief Rater

The first step in conducting the holistic scoring session was to select the chief
rater, this person chose the training videotapes that were used to train the raters
(elementary school teachers). The chief rater’s primary role was to ensure that the
raters were experienced in holistic scoring procedures. This helped to ensure that all
videotaped teacher performances were scored reliably. This was a very important role
and therefore required a person who had a strong background in teacher education.
The role was filled by the researcher, who worked as a teacher of young children
for eight years, holds a B. S. degree in Elementary Education, and has spent three
years supervising perspective teachers at the university level.

Another important

role fulfilled by the chief rater (the researcher) was the development of the holistic
scoring scale (to be discussed in the next section).

3.3.3.2

Scale Development

The development of the holistic scoring scale that was used by the raters to
judge the beginner teacher performance videotapes was comprised of four primary
components, that of, the literature review, the teacher evaluation analytic scales, the
lesson plans submitted by the beginner teachers, and the collected beginner teacher
performance videotapes all of which will be described in this section.
The initial stages of scale development were mainly composed of reviewing and
citing literature on effective teaching, what constitutes expert versus novice teaching,
what is competent beginner teaching, and methods of teacher evaluation with and
without the use of video (see Chapter 2, Literature Review).

The review of the

literature was essentially done in order to ascertain what level of performance can
and should be expected from beginner teachers. In general, beginner teachers should
be able to present lessons in a knowledgeable fashion that allow children to relate past
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learning to new learning; to establish a climate of mutual respect and understanding;
to use a variety of teaching techniques and strategies that are appropriate to student
needs and subject matter; to use instructional time effectively by minimizing time off
task, providing smooth transitions between activities and lessons, and by eliminating
the time students are required to wait for other students to complete assignments;
to recognized students learn at different rates and in different ways; to be able to
motivate students by providing students opportunities to experience both challenges
and successes; and lastly to encourage students to develop self-help strategies for
learning and maintenance of discipline (Reynolds, 1992; Valentine, 1992; and Hunter,
1982)
The next stage of scale development was to review current analytic scales of
teacher evaluation.

Appendix D provides a detailed list of competency areas that

all teachers, experts and novices alike, should be able to perform in the course of a
teacher performance evaluation. For instance, teachers in North Carolina are eval¬
uated on the following five performance areas: management of instructional time,
management of student behavior, instructional presentation, instructional monitor¬
ing of student performance, and lastly instructional feedback. These five performance
areas are further subdivided in order to produce the analytic scale.
Next, the researcher carefully noted lesson plan format, the use of whole group
versus small group instruction, and teaching techniques and strategies as drafted in
the lesson plans by the beginner teachers.
The researcher, then reviewed the collected beginner teacher performance video¬
tapes from phase one of the study and noted instances of good and bad teaching
performance (e.g., transitions smooth or chaotic).
The aforementioned areas of initial scale development, that of, the literature
review, the teacher evaluation analytic scales, the lesson plans, and the citing of good
and bad instances from the beginner teacher performance videotapes was undertaken
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because research in holistic assessment of written text suggests that these steps
are not only necessary, but crucial to the development of a valid and reliable scale
(Texas Education Agency, 1980; White, 1985; and Williamson, 1993). For instance,
the description of the score points (and the objectives based on them) in a holistic
assessment is initially derived from the written prompt (i.e., topic students are to
write on) itself, and is ’Tater refined on the basis of actual student responses to the
writing exercise (p.3).” In terms of developing a holistic scoring scale for beginner
teacher performance videotapes, the lesson plan itself can be likened to the written
prompt such that lesson plans and written prompts both attempt to get the beginner
teacher/student to focus on a particular topic or area of study and both have a
beginning, middle, and an end. Further, the actual student responses to the writing
is similar to the actual collected beginner teacher performance videotapes. In sum,
for the purposes of this dissertation, the lesson plans and the collected beginner
teacher performance videotapes will be considered analogous to the written prompt
and the student responses to the the writing exercise, respectively.
Following in the footsteps of holistic assessment for written text, the researcher
focused primarily on the literature review and the teacher evaluation analytic scales
in the preliminary stages of developing the score points and the objectives.

The

researcher, then revised the objectives and drafted a description of the score points in
light of the lesson plans submitted to the researcher by the beginner teachers. Lastly,
in light of the information gained from the collected beginner teacher performance
videotapes, the researcher refined the description of score points that are in essence
based on the objectives.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 illustrated the score points and the

objectives, respectively. Note that there are four score points this was done so that
raters would be forced away from choosing a middle score, and additionally to create
greater statistical variability in the scale. The actual description of the score points
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Table 3.1: Score points.

Score

Standards

4

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

3

Above Satisfactory Performance

2

Meets Satisfactory Performance

1

Unsatisfactory Performance

which encompasses both the score points and the objectives used in this study appear
in Appendix E.

3.3.3.3

Time Frame

The next step was to determine the length and date of the holistic scoring session
and the number of raters that would be needed.

It was decided that a one day

holistic scoring session was needed to judge eighteen 30 minute beginner teacher
performance videotapes. Additionally six beginner teacher performance videotapes
were selected for training purposes (to be discussed in the next section). The holistic
scoring session was held on a weekend, so that elementary school teachers (raters)
would be able to participate.

Elementary school teachers were selected as raters,

since it was determined that they would have a broad range of teaching experience
given the fact that they generally teach a variety of subjects and have students of
different ability levels.
The researcher, first mailed letters to principals in Western Massachusetts re¬
questing their assistance in obtaining elementary school teachers to participate as
raters (see sample principal letter in Appendix F). Once feedback was obtained fiom
the principals, the researcher mailed letters to the elementary school teachers in
Western Massachusetts and asked them to participate in the holistic scoring session
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Table 3.2: Instructional objectives.

Objectives
Instructional Orientation
Ties in past learning with new learning to build on students’ knowledge and
to ensure continuity and sequencing of learning.
Gives clear, concise, reasonable directions to students.
Communicates expectations for successfull performance to students.
Lesson follows a logical pattern.

Instructional Method/Delivery
Subject matter appropriate for grade and ability level of students.
Groups students in an appropriate manner (individual, small, and whole groups).
Uses effective instructional approach (lecturing, modeling, questioning,
experimentation, role play).
When appropriate uses multisensory approaches (tactile, visual, auditory, kinetic).
Communicates effectively with students by making use of verbal and nonverbal
cues (tone of voice, facial expression, gestures, movement about the room).
Stimulates and encourages creative, critical thinking, and problem solving skills.
Give constructive feedback frequently and promptly.
Demoifttrates enthusiasm.

Instructional Management
Supplies readily available.
Begins lesson without delay.
Avoids unnecessary disruptions in lesson.
Monitors student time on task.
Provides smooth transitions between activities.
Paces instruction appropriately.
Anticipates classroom disruptions and plans accordingly.
Establishes a climate of mutual respect.
Anticipates and corrects disruptive behavior in a constructive and timely manner.
Recognizes inconsequential behavior and responds accordingly._
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(workshop).

The researcher suggested in the letter to the teachers that their par¬

ticipation in the holistic scoring session may be used for professional development
points (Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education, 1994). The re¬
searcher also noted that each participating elementary school teacher would receive
an honorarium of fifty dollars (see sample teacher letter in Appendix G).
A total of twenty-one elementary school teachers agreed to participate in the
study.

Since only twelve elementary school teachers were needed the researcher

selected the twelve teachers on a first come first serve basis. This was deemed to be
the most appropriate method for obtaining a semi-quasi random sample of elementary
school teachers.
The selected elementary school teachers were then mailed an information packet
which contained a summary of the role of a rater in the context of a holistic scoring
session (see For the Raters in Appendix H), a teacher questionnaire (see Rater Ques¬
tionnaire in Appendix I), and agenda for the holistic scoring session (see Agenda in
Appendix J), a contract (see Rater Agreement in Appendix K), and directions on
how to get to the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

3.3.3.4

Selection of Training Videotapes

The third step was to select the beginner teacher performance videotapes that
were used to train the raters in holistic scoring procedures.

Training videotapes

are sometimes called range finders, since they illustrate both the levels of beginner
teacher performance (represented by the score points 4 to 1) and the different types
of lessons beginner teachers used in their videotapes.
Prior to the holistic scoring session, the chief rater, randomly selected, viewed,
and scored six beginner teacher performance videotapes utilizing the holistic scoring
scale that was discussed under the heading Scale Development.

The videotapes

selected were used to calibrate the raters, in other words, these videotapes acquainted
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the raters with the full range or types of videotapes that they would be scoring in
order to reach a consensus on what videotapes constituted a score of four as opposed
to a score of three, two, or one. They also, familiarized the raters on the types of
problems that they may encounter such as degraded audio/visual quality. The raters
were advised that problem videotapes should be scored a zero, since they were in
essence unscoreable.
Following Peter’s (1980) and White’s (1985) advice, the chief rater selected more
videotapes with scores of two and three than scores of one and four. This was done
because there will always be more scores of two and three than scores of one and four
during actual scoring.

Additionally, the chief rater, avoided using clear cut scores

and instead chose videotapes that represented middle range videotapes (i.e., middle4, middle-3, middle-2, and middle-1 videotapes). This ensured that the raters would
be familiar with the full range of beginner teacher performance videotapes, because
in actual scoring some videotapes will receive a score of four, three, two, or one that
are slightly better or worse than the four, three, two, or one scores on the training
videotapes.
The chief rater, then selected two videotapes one with a score of two and another
videotape with a score of three to present first and then mixed the remaining training
videotapes. In total there were two videotapes with a score of 3, two videotapes with
a score of 2, one videotape with a score of 4, and the last one with a score of 1 (e.g.,
4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1).

3.3.3.5

Preliminary Information Given to Raters

The final steps were to train and then score holistically the beginner teacher
performance videotapes.

Once the raters were assembled, they were told that the

purpose of this workshop was to learn how to score beginner teacher performance
videotapes holistically using a four point holistic scoring scale.
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It was noted that

this was a one day workshop and that upon completion of training, each rater would
independently score nine 30 minute videotapes.

The raters were told that they

would score videotapes that were from three different videotaping conditions, a front
camera condition, a rear camera condition, or a dual camera condition. They would
be required to score only one view for each beginner teacher, and that view would
be selected at random.
They were given some basic information about the beginner teachers, who par¬
ticipated in this study such as:

• all beginner teachers were just completing their final semester of student teach¬

ing,
• all beginner teachers were asked to submit a 30 minute videotaped lesson,

• and, all beginner teachers’ lessons were self selected.

Lastly, the raters participated in a discussion of what constitutes competent be¬
ginner teaching and how beginning teachers differ from experienced teachers (see
Chapter 2, Literature Review).
The chief rater, then explained the process of holistic scoring. It was also noted
that the raters along with the chief rater, together would come to a consensus, during
training, on what videotapes would constitute a 4, 3, 2, or 1. Additionally, the chief
rater emphasized that the videotapes would be judged against videotapes developed
for this dissertation, and not to outside standards.
The chief rater, then reviewed, For the Raters in Appendix H. Following the
review the researcher explained the holistic scoring procedures describing in depth
the score points (see Table 3.1), the objectives (see Table 3.2), and the description
of the score points in Appendix K.
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3.3.3.6

The Holistic Training Session

Actual training of the raters started by restating the directions given to the
beginner teachers who submitted videotapes for this study. All raters, as a group,
then watched a thirty minute videotape, that previously had been scored a two by
the chief rater (note: the raters were not told that the videotape had already been
scored). Upon viewing the videotape, the raters were asked to write down on paper
where they felt the videotape should fall, that is, should it fall in the upper or lower
half of the holistic scoring scale. The raters were then asked to decide whether the
videotape represented a score of 4 or 3 if they had previously selected the upper half
of the score points, or a score of 2 or 1 if they had previously stated that it fell in
the lower half of the score points.
The chief rater, asked ”How many thought it fell in the upper half of the score
points?” How many thought it fell in the lower half of the score points?” The chief
rater, then asked each rater to restate the holistic score they had selected for the
beginner teacher performance training videotape, and additionally to explain how
they had arrived at their score. Throughout this process, the chief rater tallied the
holistic scores on the blackboard for all the raters to see.
The process of viewing training videotapes, scoring, and tally scores continued
until the scores clustered together, thus, indicating group consensus.

It took the

raters two 30 minute beginner teacher performance training videotapes to reach
consensus. The results for the two beginner teacher performance training videotapes
are presented in Table 3.3. It can be seen that the raters become more reliable in
score assignment by the second beginner teacher performance videotape.
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Table 3.3: Beginner teacher performance training videotapes.

3.3.3.7

Score

Frequencey

Points

of Response
First
Second
Videotape Videotape

4

0

4

3

1

8

2

8

0

1

3

0

Total

12

12

The Holistic Scoring Session

Once consensus had been reached, the raters, paired off and went to six different
rooms. Each of the rooms contained two 13 inch television monitors and two VCR
machines. Additionally, each room contained a tape recorder. In this way, each pair
of raters could independently score beginner teacher performance videotapes for all
three conditions, that is, front view, rear view, and both views. At the completion of
each videotape, each pair of raters briefly discussed their scores. The discussion was
audiotaped. They, then moved onto the next videotape without further discussion.
Additionally, the raters were asked to provide scores at three different time intervals,
that of, ten minutes, twenty minutes, and lastly at the end of the videotape,thirty
minutes (see Appendix L, Sample Score Form). It should be restated that the raters
scored each time interval independently of each other, and only discussed their ratings
after recording their thirty minute score. This was done to determine just how much
of a videotape needs to be viewed in order for raters to reach consensus, and also to
determine just how much of a beginner teacher performance videotape needs to be
viewed before raters are confident about their decisions (e.g., their scores).
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Raters, then viewed and scored randomized videotapes, independently.

Upon

completion of viewing and scoring beginner teacher performance videotapes the raters
completed a Rater Evaluation Form (see Appendix M). Table 3.4 illustrates the
method of distribution of beginner teacher performance videotapes where A is the
front camera condition, B the is back camera condition, and C is the dual camera
condition. Note that the stars illustrate which camera position the raters pairs viewed
for the beginner teacher performance videotapes. Additionally, each number in the
table represents a beginner teacher performance videotaping session. Whereas, Table
3.5 shows the viewing time schedule for each rater pair. Note that the six rater pairs
viewed only one videotaping condition at one time, that is, either the front camera
condition, the back camera condition, or the dual camera condition for each beginner
teacher performance videotape. Also, the numbers in Table 3.5 represent a beginner
teacher performance videotaping session. For example rater pair one at ten thirty
viewed a front camera condition beginner teacher performance videotaping session
for beginner teacher one.

3.3.4

Questions and Hypotheses

The questions and hypotheses that were raised about video performance assess¬
ment are as follows:
• Can a holistic scoring scale be developed that accurately reflects beginner
teacher performance?
• Where should the video camera(s) be placed in order to obtain the most infor¬
mation about beginner teacher performance?

• Is it possible to train judges to accurately score beginner teacher performance
videotapes?
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Table 3.4: Distribution of the videotapes to rater pairs.

• How much of a 30 minute beginner teacher performance videotape needs to be
viewed by raters in order to establish acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability?

• What is the most cost effective method of videotaping?

1. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the back of the room condition would be the most reliable
videotaping condition.

This prediction was based on the view that more in¬

formation on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained from observing the
beginner teacher’s front (i.e., face, not back of the head).
2. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the front of the room would not be scored more reliably than
the camera in the back of the room condition. This prediction was based on
the view that little information on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained
from viewing a beginner teacher’s back (i.e., back of the head).
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However,

Table 3.5: Videotape viewing schedule for rater pairs.

Start
Time

1

2

3

4

5

6

10:30

1-Front

1-Back

5-Dual

13-Front

13-Back

18-Dual

11:00

3-Back

6-Dual

3-Front

15-Back

20-Dual

15-Front

11:30

7-Dual

4-Front

12-Back

21-Dual

24-Front

24-Back

12:00

5-Front

5-Back

1-Dual

18-Front

18-Back

13-Dual

14:00

6-Back

3-Dual

6-Front

20-Back

15-Dual

20-Front

14:30

12-Dual

7-Front

7-Back

24-Dual

21-Front

21-Back

15:00

4-Dual

8-Back

11-Front

17-Dual

2 2-Back

25-Front

15:30

11-Back

12-Front

8-Dual

25-Back

17-Front

22-Dual

16:00

8-Front

11-Dual

4-Back

22-Front

25-Dual

17-Back

Rater Pairs

this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacher- student
interaction and for this reason it was incorporated into the study.

3. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the dual image condition would not be more reliably scored than the
camera in the front of the room condition. This prediction was based on the
view that trained raters would find the dual screen condition too busy, that
is they would not be able to process all the information in this condition.
However, this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacherstudent interactions.

It may also provide information on beginner teacher

behavior that the other two videotaping conditions independently could not
achieve.

3.3.5

Limitations

It stands to reason that limitations that pertain to the holistic scoring of writ¬
ten text also apply to holistic scoring of beginner teacher performance videotapes.
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Following this line of reasoning, the researcher will briefly discuss the limitations of
holistic scoring as outlined by White (1985) in the ensuing paragraphs.
First and foremost, educators, test developers and administrators, examinees,
and interested lay people need to realize that holistic scoring is a method of rating
or ranking videotapes. Thus, holistic scores can not be viewed as having an absolute
value.

There only value is in reference to the particular group of examinees that

submitted videotapes for that particular test administration. Therefore, the results
or holistic scores obtained for each of the beginner teacher performance videotapes
only have meaning when compared to the group of beginner teachers who participated
in this dissertation.
Secondly, holistic scoring eludes all attempts of obtaining diagnostic information.
For example, a beginner teacher who obtains a score of one has no way of knowing
how she/he received that particular score, since the holistic scoring method does not
break things down into analytic components (e.g., classroom management: are the
transitions smooth or chaotic?).
Lastly, all tests including holistic scoring are subject to outside influences such
as an examinee who is not feeling well, poor test conditions (poor lighting/audio),
and inflated or deflated scoring. Due to these and other factors a single score can
only be regarded as an approximate score. Thus, people need to be extremely careful
not to overinterpret a single score. Therefore, important decisions about a person’s
life ought to be based on a battery of information, a portfolio, so that a profile as
accurate as possible can be ascertained.
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3.3.6

Data Analysis

3.3.6.1

Quantitative

Statistical analyses of the data were performed by SPSS (Statistical Package for
Social Sciences).

Descriptive statistics were used to obtain frequency of responses

for all measures, that is, the ratings assigned to the beginner teacher performance
videotapes by the raters, the Rater Questionnaire, and the Rater Evaluation form.
Also were appropriate ranges and means were obtained (e..g., age of raters and
number of years teaching).
Inferential statistics were used to analyzed the three videotaping conditions,
specifically, a repeated measures analysis of variance, since the three camera con¬
ditions are not independent of each other, that is each beginner teacher is presented
in each camera condition. Thus, there are three beginner teacher performance video¬
tapes for each beginner teacher performance session.

3.3.6.2

Qualitative

The development of the four point holistic scale was qualitatively developed and
is discussed in the subsubsection titled Scale Development.

Further, some of the

open-ended items on the Rater Questionnaire and the Rater Evaluation form were
qualitatively analyzed.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
4.1

Introduction

This dissertation sought to assess the feasibility of using videotapes to evaluate
beginner teacher performance, and additionally to determine if a reliable holistic scor¬
ing scale could be developed to evaluate the collected beginner teacher performance
videotapes. This chapter is broken down into two main parts, the first part considers
the reliability of the holistic scale that was developed for this study. Whereas, the
second part assesses the feasibility of using videotapes to evaluate beginner teacher
performance.

4.2

The Holistic Scoring Scale

The questions that were raised in reference to the construction of the holistic
scoring scale are as follows:

1. Can a holistic scoring scale be developed that accurately reflects beginner
teacher performance?

2. Is it possible to train raters to accurately score beginner teacher performance
videotapes?
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Figure 4.1: The correlation between rater pairs over time.

3. How much of a thirty minute beginner teacher performance videotape needs
to be viewed by raters in order to establish acceptable levels of inter-rater
reliability?

The first step in answering the above three questions was to analyze the score
given to the beginner teacher performance videotapes by the raters. Thus, a Pearson
product-moment correlation between rater pairs at three points in time, that of 10
minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes, was performed. The results are presented in
Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 suggests that a significant relationship exists between the rater pairs
at 10 minutes (r=.91 , P < .01), at 20 minutes (r=.96, p < .01), and at 30 minutes
(r=.99, p < .01).

Further, the average scores given by first raters at ten minutes,

twenty minutes, and thirty minutes were 2.67 (SD=1.08), 2.70 (SD=1.19), and 2.74
(SD=1.20), respectively.

Whereas, the average scores given by second raters at

ten minutes, twenty minutes, and thirty minutes were 2.69 (SD=1.11), 2.67 (SD=
1.17), and 2.74 (SD=1.22), respectively. Note that first raters were the raters who
viewed and scored the videotape initally, and second raters viewed and the scored
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Table 4.1: Percentage of Agreement by rater pairs over time.

Rater Pairs

10 Minutes

20 Minutes

30 Minutes

1

67

89

89

2

67

100

100

3

89

89

100

4

78

89

100

5

89

78

89

6

89

89

100

Total

80

89

96

the videotapes the second time around. It can be seen that the scores on the average
tend to increase over time for both rater groups. This suggests that the more of a
beginner teacher performance videotape that the raters are able to view the more
similiar their scores appear to be. Additionally, it can be seen that the scores are very
similar between rater groups which helps to explain the high correlation coefficients
that were obtained in Figure 4.2. It also suggests that the holistic scale is a reliable
measure. The actual holistic scores given by the first raters and the second raters at
10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes are in Appendix N, Frequency of Responses
for First and Second Raters Over Time. Additionally, the raw data at thirty minutes
is presented in Appendix O.
To further examine the scores given by the rater pairs, the researcher calculated
the percentage of agreement between the rater pairs across time.

The results are

presented in Table 4.1.
Thus in reference to Table 4.1 , the rater pairs agreement ranges from 6/% to
89% with a total of 80% at ten minutes, 78% to 100% with a total of 89% at twenty
minutes, and lastly 89% to 100% with a total of 96% at thirty minutes. Thus, the
rater pairs holistic scores become more reliable over time.
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Table 4.2: Percentage of Agreement by rater pairs at ten minutes.

Rater Pairs

Camera Conditions
Front
Back Dual

1

67

67

67

2

33

67

100

3

100

100

67

4

100

67

67

5

100

67

100

6

67

100

100

Total

78

78

83

The researcher, then examined the percentage of agreement between rater pairs
by camera condition, that is, the camera in the front of the room condition, the
camera in the back of the room condition, and the dual camera condition at 10
minutes, 20 minutes and 30 minutes. The results are presented in Tables 4.2 - 4.4.
The results from Tables 4.2 - 4.4 suggest that no differences exist due to camera
condition.

However, there appears to be a difference due to time such that the

percentage of agreement between rater pairs increases over time.
It should also be noted that the average total percentage of agreement that was
found in Tables 4.2 - 4.4 is the same totals that were obtained in Table 4.1.
In sum, the analyses of the data suggest that there are no differences in terms
of reliability due to camera condition. However, the analyses suggest that the rater
pair scores become more consistent, or more reliable over time.

4.3

Videotaping Conditions

The results obtained in the previous section suggest that there are no differences
in the scores assigned by rater pairs due to camera condition. To further examine
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Table 4.3: Percentage of Agreement by rater pairs at twenty minutes.

Rater Pairs

Camera Conditions
Front
Back Dual

1

67

100

100

2

100

100

100

3

100

100

67

4

100

100

67

5

67

67

100

6

100

67

100

Total

89

89

89

this finding a repeated measures analyses of variance was performed at ten minutes,
twenty minutes and thirty minutes.

It should also be noted that due to the high

correlation coefficients obtained in Figure 4.2 the rater pair scores were averaged in
preparation for the statistical analyses. The repeated measures analyses of variance
also helped to answer the following questions and hypotheses:

Questions
1. Where should the video cameras be placed in order to obtain the most infor¬
mation about beginner teacher performance at 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30
minutes?
2. What is the most cost effective method of videotaping?

Hypotheses
1. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the back of the room condition would be the most reliable
videotaping condition. This prediction was based on the view that more in¬
formation on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained from observing the
beginner teacher’s front (i.e., face, not back of the head).
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Table 4.4: Percentage of Agreement by rater pairs at thirty minutes.

Rater Pairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Camera Conditions
Front
Back Dual
100
100
67
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
67
100
100
100
100
94
100
94

2. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the back of the room would not be scored more reliably than
the camera in the front of the room condition. This prediction was based on
the view that little information on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained
from viewing a beginner teacher’s back (i.e., back of the head).

However,

this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacher- student
interaction and for this reason it was incorporated into the study.
3. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the dual image condition would not be more reliably scored than the
camera in the front of the room condition. This prediction was based on the
view that trained raters would find the dual screen condition too busy, that
is they would not be able to process all the information in this condition.
However, this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacherstudent interactions.

It may also provide information on beginner teacher

behavior that the other two videotaping conditions independently could not
achieve.
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Table 4.5: Repeated measures analysis of variance at ten minutes.

Source of Variation

SS

DF

MS

F

Sig.

Main Effects

8.977

7

1.282

1.132

0.360

Camera

4.509

2

2.255

1.991

0.148

Raters

4.468

5

0.894

0.789

0.563

8.977

7

1.282

1.132

0.360

Residual

52.102

46

1.133

Total

61.079

53

1.152

Explained

The results of the repeated measures analyses of variance are presented in Tables
4.5 - 4.7.
The results in Table 4.5 suggest that there are no differences due to camera
condition F(2, 46)=1.99, p < .15, or rater pairs F(5, 46)=.78, p < .56.
Similarly, the results in Table 4.6 suggest that there are no differences due to
camera condition F(2, 46)=1.02, p < .37, or rater pairs F(5, 46)=.46, p < .80.
Lastly, the results in Table 4.7 suggest that there are no differences due to camera
condition F(2, 46)=1.12, p < .34, or rater pairs F(5, 46)=.64, p < .67.
In sum, the constructed repeated measures analyses of variance tables suggest
that there are no significant differences between camera conditions or between rater
pairs at 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes.

However, the raters did have a

preferred camera condition such that when asked the following question:
In your opinion, which camera position (a-front, B-back, or C- simultaneous)
more accurately recorded beginner teacher performance?
The results are presented in Table 4.8.

It can be seen that three or 25% of

the raters felt that having the camera in the front of the room more accurately
recorded beginner teacher performance. Another, three or 25% of the rateis felt that
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Table 4.6: Repeated measures analysis of variance at twenty minutes.

Source of Variation

SS

DF

MS

F

Sig.

Main Effects

6.241

7

0.892

0.622

0.735

Camera

2.926

2

1.463

1.021

0.368

Raters

3.315

5

0.663

0.463

0.802

6.241

7

0.892

0.622

0.735

Residual

65.907

46

1.433

Total

72.148

53

1.361

Explained

having the camera in the back of the room more accurately recorded beginner teacher
performance. Whereas, six or 50% of the raters felt that having both camera, front
and back, more accurately recorded beginner teacher performance. Reasons for not
wanting to use both camera positions by the raters, were due to difficulty they found
in getting the videotapes to run simultaneously (i.e., at the same time). Additionally,
they found that they could not easily view both television monitors at the same time
”it became too busy”.
Thus, in reference to the first question:
Where should the video cameras be placed in order to obtain the most information
about beginner teacher performance at 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes?
The cameras should be placed at the front and the back of the classroom to be
videotaped in, since the majority of the raters (50%) felt that this position more
accurately recorded beginner teacher performance. Further, the raters felt this po¬
sition was best because it was not always possible to obtain enough information
from one camera. However, with two cameras there was a greater likelihood of get¬
ting the necessary information on beginner teacher performance to reliably scoie t he
videotape.
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Table 4.7: Repeated measures analysis of variance at thirty minutes.

Source of Variation

SS

DF

MS

F

Sig.

Main Effects

8.102

7

1.157

0.774

0.612

Camera

3.343

2

1.671

1.118

0.336

Raters

4.759

5

0.952

0.637

0.673

8.102

7

1.157

0.774

0.612

Residual

68.769

46

1.495

Total

76.870

53

1.450

Explained

Table 4.8: Raters’ preferred camera condition.

Camera
Condition

Number of
of Raters

Percentage
of Raters

Front

3

25

Back

3

25

Dual

6

50

In reference to the second question:
What is the most cost effective method of videotaping?
The statistical analyses of the data suggests that there are no differences in camera
conditions.

Further, fifty percent of the raters prefer to use only one camera as

opposed to 50% of the raters, who prefer two use the dual camera condition. Thus,
it stands to reason that the most economical method of videotaping would be to use
only one camera, since half the raters prefer to view beginner teacher performance
videotapes from one camera position, and additionally, since there are no statistical
differences between the camera conditions or between the rater pairs.
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In reference to the three hypotheses, there are no statistically significant dif¬
ferences between the three videotaping conditions. However, the raters did have a
preferred viewing condition as illustrated in Table 4.8.
In closing, there were no statistically significant differences between camera condi¬
tions, or between rater pairs at 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and at 30 minutes. However
the raters, themselves, suggested a preference for a particular camera condition as
was illustrated in Table 4.8. These results as a whole suggest that when time and
money are not a problem, then two cameras should be used. However, when time
and money are in short supply, then one camera is called for. Additional savings can
be obtained when the camera(s) utilize a wide-lens and are mounted on tripods and
left to run independently.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion of Results
5.1

Introduction: An Overview of the Study

Traditionally, teacher licensure tests have relied on paper-pencil, multiple-choice
format of evaluation. Additionally, teachers have been evaluated by direct observa¬
tion utilizing an analytic scoring scale.

However, these two approaches to teacher

evaluation leave out much of what it means to be a good teacher. Although, written
exams are able to tap content area knowledge and pedagogy knowledge, they are
unable to assess how teachers apply this knowledge in a classroom (Haertal, 1990).
Further, the analytic scoring scales used in teacher evaluation are not able to capture
all aspects of teaching such as teacher warmth, creativity in lesson implementation,
and overall flow and continuity of the lesson. While direct observation provides ”a
view of the climate, rapport, interaction, and functioning of the classroom [that is]
available from no other source (Evertson and Holley, 1981, p.90),” it is an extremely
time consuming and costly method of evaluation.
Therefore, what is currently needed is a cost effective method of teacher eval¬
uation.

A method that is capable of capturing as much as possible the classroom

environment and teacher behavior.

It was perceived that video could potentially

be a more cost effective method of teacher evaluation as opposed to direct observa-
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tion. Especially, since many schools have video equipment that teachers could use
to videotape themselves teaching a lesson.

5.1.1

Purpose of the Study

Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of using video
as a method of beginner teacher observation. Additionally, this study investigated
whether or not trained observers (raters) could reliably score beginner teacher per¬
formance videotapes using a four point holistic scoring scale.

It was the goal of

this study that the beginner teacher performance videotapes assessed holistically
would help to narrow the gap that now exists between teacher evaluation and actual
classroom teaching.

5.1.2

Competent Beginner Teachers

The major impetus for the review of the teaching literature presented in chapter
two of this dissertation was to ensure that the holistic scoring scale (chapter three)
was a valid measure, as possible, of beginner teacher performance. In sum, it was
learned that beginner teachers are slowly developing the skills necessary to teach
successfully, and while they may not be as proficient as experienced teachers

we [still] should expect beginning teachers to be able to: plan lessons
that enable students to relate new learning to prior understanding and
experiences; establish and maintain rules and routines that are fair and
appropriate to students; arrange the physical and social conditions in
the classroom in ways that are conducive to learning and that fit the
academic task; represent and present subject matter in ways that enable
students to relate new learning to prior understanding and that helps
students develop metacognitive strategies, assess student learning using
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a variety of measurement tools and adapt instruction according to the
results; and reflect on their own actions and students’ responses in order
to improve their teaching (Reynolds, 1992, p.26).

5.1.3

A Survey of Video Applications in Teacher Evalua¬
tion

The primary reason for the survey of video applications in teacher evaluation was
to ascertain just where video was being used and for what purposes. It was learned
that video was being used to teach perspective teachers new teaching skills such as
how to ask probing questions. It has also been employed by individual teachers and
groups of teachers, who are striving to improve their teaching through self- and peerevaluation.

All three of these areas, microteaching, self- and peer-evaluation were

enhanced by video, since video has the capability of freezing a teaching episode for
later review and comment. It also seems to be a cost-effective method for improving
teacher performance in the classroom (Phelps and Wright, 1986).
Video performance assessment measures are not only being used in the afore¬
mentioned ways, but also by schools of education and large scale test developers in
the construction of direct observation measures (Fluegge, 1990); in the assessment
of teacher communication competency exams (Backlund &; Black, 1988); in the de¬
velopment of a multiple-choice pedagogical concept exam which utilizes videotaped
teaching segments; in the development of a video performance assessment measure
to identify accomplished mathematics teachers (Fredericksen, 1992); in the develop¬
ment of video-based prompts for the examination of perspective principals in Texas
(National Evaluation Systems, Inc., personal communications, March 1995); and in
the development of a video performance assessment measure that utilizes a holis-
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tic scoring scheme for teachers in New York, who are seeking permanent teacher
certification (National Evaluation Systems, Inc., 1992).

5.2

Data Collection and Scale Development

Despite the growing body of research on video performance assessment, there
still remained a need for assessing beginner teacher performance in the classroom.
Additionally, most of the measures previously mentioned utilized analytic or checklist
to evaluate direct teacher observation (Fredericksen, 1992; Struyk, 1991; Backlund

Sz Black, 1988; Sandefur, 1987; Kearns, 1984; and Allen & Ryan, 1969). However,
what was needed was a way to obtain an overall assessment of teacher behavior along
with a milieu of teacher-student interactions.
Thus, it was the intent of this study to construct a video performance assessment
measure that utilized a holistic scoring format to evaluate beginner teachers.

It

was hoped that video performance assessment coupled with holistic scoring would
be a cost effective method of helping to narrow the gap that exists between actual
classroom teaching and teacher evaluation.
To this end, the researcher collected twenty-four beginner teacher performance
videotapes. The researcher then developed the four point holistic scoring scale that
was used to evaluate these videotapes. The holistic scoring scale was based on the
teaching literature (Chapter 2), the analytic scales of teacher evaluation (Appendix
D), the lesson plans submitted by the beginner teachers (see Sample Lesson Plan
Format in Appendix C), and the collected beginner teacher performance videotapes.
The outcome of this qualitative analysis was a set of score points (see Table 3.1 in
Chapter 3), three major objectives, that of instructional orientation, instructional
method/delivery, and instructional management which are detailed in Table 3.2, and
lastly, the description of the score points which are illustrated in Appendix E.
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Lastly, a group of twelve elementary school teachers, the raters, were trained to
holistically rate the beginner teacher performance videotapes. A summary of holistic
scoring procedures is presented in Appendix H.

5.3

Major Findings and Conclusions

5.3.1

Questions and Hypotheses

The questions and hypotheses raised in this study are as follows:

Questions
1. Can a holistic scoring scale be developed that accurately reflects beginner
teacher performance?

2. Is it possible to train raters to accurately score beginner teacher performance
videotapes?

3. How much of a thirty minute beginner teacher performance videotape needs
to be viewed by raters in order to establish acceptable levels of inter-rater
reliability?
4. Where should the video cameras be placed in order to obtain the most infor¬
mation about beginner teacher performance at 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30
minutes?

5. What is the most cost effective method of videotaping?

Hypotheses
1. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the back of the room condition would be the most reliable
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videotaping condition. This prediction was based on the view that more in¬
formation on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained from observing the
beginner teacher’s front (i.e., face, not back of the head).

2. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the camera in the back of the room would not be scored more reliably than
the camera in the front of the room condition. This prediction was based on
the view that little information on beginner teacher behavior could be obtained
from viewing a beginner teacher’s back (i.e., back of the head).

However,

this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacher- student
interaction and for this reason it was incorporated into the study.

3. It was hypothesized that beginner teacher performance videotapes obtained
from the dual image condition would not be more reliably scored than the
camera in the front of the room condition. This prediction was based on the
view that trained raters would find the dual screen condition too busy, that
is they would not be able to process all the information in this condition.
However, this condition was likely to yield information on beginner teacherstudent interactions.

It may also provide information on beginner teacher

behavior that the other two videotaping conditions independently could not
achieve.

5.3.2

Summary of Results

To answer the above questions and hypotheses a series of analyses were conducted.
First, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were obtained to discover if
the raters were consistent in the scores they gave to the beginner teacher performance
videotapes. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The correlation coefficients at
ten minutes (r = .91, p < .01) at twenty minutes (r = .96, p < .01), and at thirty
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minutes (r = .99, p < .01) suggests that the four point holistic scoring scale is reliable
and that the raters were consistent in the scores they assigned to the beginner teacher
performance videotapes. Further, it appears that over time the ratings become more
consistent such that between ten minutes and twenty minutes steep gains in reliability
of ratings occur, and a small gain in reliability is achieved between twenty minutes
and thirty minutes.
Secondly, percentages of agreement between rater pairs across time, that of ten
minutes, twenty minutes, and thirty minutes and between camera conditions, that
is the camera in the front of the room, the camera in the back of the room, and the
dual camera condition were calculated. The results are presented in Tables 4.1 to
4.4. Again it was found that the raters become more consistent in score assignment
over time. Additionally, it seems that camera condition was of little importance in
reference to the reliability of the scores given to the beginner teacher performance
videotapes.
Lastly, repeated measures analyses of variance were conducted to ascertain if
there was indeed no differences in camera condition over time, that is at ten minutes,
at twenty minutes, and at thirty minutes. The results are presented in Tables 4.5
to 4.7. The results of the repeated measures analyses of variance substantiate the
percentages of agreement findings. Thus, it appears that camera condition is not a
concern in terms of reliably scoring beginner teacher performance videotapes.
However, it was noted that the raters did have a preferred viewing condition
such that half or six of 12 raters preferred viewing videotapes from only one camera
condition (e.g., front or back of the room) and the other half of the raters preferred
the dual camera condition.
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5.3.3

Assessment of Teaching Skills for NY State Teacher
Certification

The only other study to date that utilized video performance assessment in con¬
junction with holistic scoring was a pilot study conducted by National Evaluation
Systems, Inc.

(1992).

In general, they found that experienced teachers were ca¬

pable of submitting quality videotapes that included both small- and whole- group
instruction. Further, raters utilizing a four point holistic scoring scale were able to
reliably judge the collected experienced teacher performance videotapes. Lastly, it
appears that a thirty minute videotape is sufficient for achieving acceptable levels of
inter-rater reliability. The raters also felt that it was possible to view a videotape in
its entirety without stopping to rewind it.
While the results are very similar to the results obtained in this study, there are
a number of differences between the two studies. First and foremost this dissertation
dealt with beginner teachers, whereas, the pilot study used experienced teachers.
Further, the raters in this dissertation were instructed not to take notes on the
beginner teacher performance videotapes, since it was felt that this would lead to
more of an analytic assessment than a holistic assessment. However, the raters for
the pilot study were told to indicate in writing both positive and negative instances
of teaching performance.

Additionally, the pilot study had raters provide scores

for each of the objectives, and then an overall holistic score.

The raters, in this

dissertation were only told to come up with an overall holistic score at three points
in time, that of ten minutes, twenty minutes, and thirty minutes.
Lastly, it should be noted that the experienced teachers videotaped themselves
using a fixed camera or had someone in their school videotape them using a moving
camera. The beginner teachers in this dissertation always had the researcher video¬
tape them using two fixed cameras, one camera at the front of the room and one
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camera at the back of the room. Thus, the experienced teachers could conceivably
videotape themselves teaching a lesson an infinite number of times and then hand
in one videotape. The beginner teachers, however, were not given this luxury, they
were videotaped only once.

5.3.4

Conclusion

Thus, it appears that teacher performance videotapes can be reliably scored by
trained raters using a four point holistic scoring scale.

The results also suggest

that a twenty to thirty minute videotape provides the raters with ample teacher
performance information for obtaining consistent judgments by raters.
Further, the results suggest that there are no differences due to camera condition.
However, raters do have a preferred viewing condition. For this reason when time and
money are not a major concern then two cameras can be used. However, one cam¬
era is more cost effective and is capable of providing sufficient teacher performance
information for obtaining reliable scores.

5.4

Validity Issues in Holistic Scoring

Validity deals with the truthfulness of a particular test or measure, a valid mea¬
sure demonstrates a connection between what it purports to be testing and what it
is actually testing (Williamson, 1993). The Standards for Educational and Psycho¬
logical Testing (1985) states, ”Validity is the most important consideration in test
evaluation. The concept refers to the appropriateness, meaningfulness, and useful¬
ness of the specific inferences made from the test scores (p.9).1>
Further, Anastasi (!988) suggests that there are three main types of validity such
that:
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Content-related validation involves essentially the systematic examina¬
tion of the test content to determine whether it covers a representative
sample of the behavior domain to be measured.
Criterion-related validation procedures indicate the effectiveness of a test
in predicting an individual’s performance in specified activities.
Construct-related validation of a test is the extent to which the test may
be said to measure a theoretical construct or trait.

In terms of this dissertation, the holistic scoring scale may be said to have a
measure of content validity, since the researcher based the scale on current teaching
literature (Chapter two), Analytic Scales (Appendix D), the beginner teacher lesson
plans (Sample Format in Appendix C), and the collected beginner teacher videotapes.
It can also be said to have face validity. Anastasi (1988) writes that this not validity
in its strictest sense, since ”it refers, not to what the test actually measures, but
what it appears superficially to measure

(p. 44)”

Nevertheless, it is desireable to

have a test that looks like what it is supposed to be given that no form of evaluation
is context free. White (1983) notes that writing assessment puts a lot of weight in
the value of face validity.
This study does not have criterion-related validity given the fact that no addi¬
tional data was collected at the time of the study (concurrent validity) such as grade
point average. Nor was any data collected from the beginner teachers after the initail collection of the videotapes (predictive validity) such as on the job performance
measures.
Lastly, this study does not have construct validity because as of today, there exists
no unifying body of information related to teacher performance, in other words, there
is no single theory of teaching per se. This is also true of writing assessment. Even
so, Williamson (1993) suggests that this is the most important type of validity.
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However, this study and writing assessment utilizing holistic scoring did make use of
the literature that was available from their perspective fields as Williamson (1993)
states:
The immediate need for writing assessment demanded the development
of assessments constructed within the limitations of current theory and
within the fiscal limitations imposed by specific educational institutions.
At that, there was little time, for further study and only time for standing
one’s ground. . .(p.14)In sum, researchers and test developers alike must make use of what knowledge
in their perspective fields is currently available.
It should also be noted that some people may protest that being videotaped while
teaching a lesson is an artificial type of performance assessment. It must be agreed
that this type of testing situation or any other kind of testing condition does indeed
represent a limited form of reality. However, this does not mean that holistic scoring
of beginner teacher performance videotapes is not a valid form of assessment, only
that like any other test it has limited value such that it only elludes to the potential of
a beginner teacher. Although, it may be argued that teaching before a camera is not
real teaching, it may be said to be no worse if not better than direct observation given
that people tend to become desentized to having a camera in the room. However,
this is not true of having an outside observer in the room.

Additionally, holistic

scoring of beginner teacher performance videotapes is measuring a product (the one
lesson on videotape), not the teaching process.

5.5

Recommendations

The beginner teachers in this dissertation were asked only to submit a videotape
of a lesson they taught along with a lesson plan for that lesson. They were not given
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the opportunity to try out various lessons on videotape, nor were they given much
information about how the videotape would be used in the dissertation.
However, if this were a large scale assessment test it would be necessary for the
perspective examinees to know and understand the four point holistic scoring scale in
order to be fully aware of how their teaching performance videotape would be judged
by the raters. They should also be given ample time and practice to obtain the skills
that the test is assessing through inservice teacher workshops and review of printed
material discussing the teacher performance assessment. This is where self- and peer
videotaping could serve as a model for perspective examinees to practice the skills
that the test is assessing as illustrated by the description of score points. Further,
an abbreviated form of microteaching, that is, a form of microteaching (Primary
Trait Method) that does not impose severe time restrictions but does call for a more
focused type of assessment (e.g., how to use guided practice in a lesson) may be
useful in allowing teachers to practice the skills that make up the objectives and the
description of score points.
Lastly, and most importantly, perspective examinees should be able to view video¬
taped exemplars that illustrate each of the score points, so that they can become
familiar with what is being assessed. The should also be given the opportunity to
videotape as many of their own lessons as they wish and to submit the one videotape
they feel best represents their teaching performance. This is due to the fact that all
assessment measures are looking for optimum performance. However, even if a per¬
spective examinee is able to perform optimumly that does not preclude that she/he
always teaches in this manner, only that she/he can or has the skills necessary to
teach.
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5.6

Future Research

This is a relatively new research area and therefore the number of studies that
could be conducted are numerous. In general, though, there needs to research on the
validity and reliability of holistic scoring for both beginner and experienced teachers
in order to ascertain just what the parameters are in this area of study.
There should also be studies dealing with the issue of holistic versus analytic
scoring of performance videotapes.
Research on direct observation versus videotaped observation utilizing holistic
scoring.
There needs to be research on who should be the raters and is it necessary for
raters to be familiar with the content presented in the videotape.
Additionally, there needs to be research in how raters arrive at their score or
rating.

Specifically, what is the process that raters go through before assigning a

score in holistic scoring.
Holistic scoring does not provide diagnostic information on a teacher’s perfor¬
mance. However, at times this is just what is needed (e.g., when an examinee fails
an exam).

Thus, future research should explore the primary trait method which

is a more focused or refined type of holistic scoring to ascertain if it is capable of
providing diagnostic information on an examinees performance.

5.7

Conclusion

In sum, it appears that videotape performance assessments that utilize a holistic
scoring scale is a viable and cost effective method of teacher evaluation. Lastly, it
was learned that camera condition was not a significant factor in terms of obtaining
consistent scores on the performance videotapes. However, it remains to be seen if
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this method helps to narrow the gap between actual classroom teaching and teacher
evaluation.
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APPENDIX A
Sample Superintendent/Principal
Letter
Dear Superintendent and/or Principal,
This letter is in regards to our telephone conversation dating back to Friday,
February 5, 1993.

As you will recall, I requested your permission to videotape

student teachers from the Early Childhood Education Program at the University
of Massachusetts-Amherst for my doctoral dissertation. These students are placed
at the Blank School(s).

At that time, you suggested that I submit a draft of my

proposal and consent forms (e.g., parents/guardians and student teachers) for your
perusal. This information is enclosed with this letter.
Thank you for your time and help concerning this matter.

If you need more

information please feel free to contact me by telephone or in writing. I look forward
to hearing from you in the near future.
Sincerely,

Deanna Nekovei
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APPENDIX B
Consent Forms
The following pages contain the student teacher consent form and the consent
forms for the students in their classes. There were four versions of the student consent
form: a blocked version, a regular version, a Spanish version, and a Chinese version,
shown respectively.
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Deanna Nekovei
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Early Childhood Education and Development

Student Teacher Informed Consent Form
I understand that:
1. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether or not videotaped observa¬
tions of student teachers can be reliably judged using a holistic coding scale.
2. I will be videotaped while teaching a lesson during my student teaching
practicum. I will also be asked to provide a written lesson plan and an eval¬
uation of the lesson. The form for the lesson plan and evaluation will be one
that I have been using for lessons in my practicum.

3. A. Only members of Deanna Nekovei’s (researcher) doctoral dissertation com¬
mittee and the judges will be able to view my videotape. The doc¬
toral dissertation committee are faculty members at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst. However, my performance on videotape will in
no way be used as a method of evaluation in the teacher education pro¬
gram.

B. The judges will be people who are not affiliated with the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst or the public schools in the Amherst area. This
will be done in order to minimize the risk that I will be identified by my
videotape.
4. Identifying information will be removed from these videotape and lesson plans
and evaluations, and code numbers will be substituted. The judges ratings will
be aggregated (grouped together with other participants) so that my rating(s)
will not be identifiable. However, since I will be videotaped I may be identified.
Thus, to minimize the risk of unauthorized people viewing my tape, Deanna
Nekovei (researcher) will keep my videotape under lock and key at her home.
5. This research could yield important data that could be of help to teachers and
those interested in education. However, it is not designed to be of direct benefit
to me.
6. The results of this study will be included in Deanna Nekovei’s doctoral dis¬
sertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional
journals for publication, and may appear in conferences.
7. I have a right to view my videotape at any point in the study.
8. I am a volunteer and may withdraw from part of all of the study at anytime
without prejudice. I may contact Deanna Nekovei (researcher) if I have any
questions about the research.

Date

Signature of participant
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Deanna Nekovei
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Early Childhood Education and Development

Parent or Guardian Informed Consent Form
I understand that:
1. Deanna Nekovei, a doctoral student at the University of MassachusettsAmherst will be videotaping practice teachers while they teach a lesson in
my child’s classroom. The videotapes will be used as part of Deanna Nekovei’s
doctoral dissertation, she is trying to find out if videotaped observations can
be reliably judged using a holistic coding scale.
2. The study is not designed to learn about children, but rather to learn about
new procedures for assessing teaching competencies. However, the children
will appear on videotape, since Deanna Nekovei will be videotaping during a
classroom lesson.
3. A. Identifying information will be removed from these videotapes and code
numbers will be substituted. However, since my child will be on videotape
he or she could be identified. For this reason, only necessary persons
will be granted permission to view these videotapes. Thus, only Deanna
Nekovei’s doctoral dissertation committee, who are faculty members at
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and the judges (see below) will
be able to view these videotapes.
B. The judges will be people who are familiar with teacher education, and will
not be people affiliated with the University of Massachusetts-Amherst or
the public schools in the Amherst area. Their task is to assess the practice
teacher’s competence. To ensure that only authorized persons view these
videotapes, they will be kept at Deanna Nekovei’s home under lock and
key.
4. The results of this study will be included in Deanna Nekovei’s doctoral dis¬
sertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional
journals for publication, and may appear in conferences.
5. The study will in no way effect what the practice teacher does nor will it effect
classroom instruction. However, if you object to having your child videotaped
then you have the right to ask to have your child’s image be blocked from the
videotape. I may contact Deanna Nekovei if I have any questions about the
research.

Child’s Name

Signature of Parents or Guardian
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Date

Deanna Nekovei
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Early Childhood Education and Development
Parent or Guardian Informed Consent Form
I understand that:
1. Deanna Nekovei, a doctoral student at the University of MassachusettsAmherst will be videotaping practice teachers while they teach a lesson in
my child’s classroom. The videotapes will be used as part of Deanna Nekovei’s
doctoral dissertation, she is trying to find out if videotaped observations can
be reliably judged using a holistic coding scale.
2. The study is not designed to learn about children, but rather to learn about
new procedures for assessing teaching competencies. However, the children
will appear on videotape, since Deanna Nekovei will be videotaping during a
classroom lesson.
3. A. Identifying information will be removed from these videotapes and code
numbers will be substituted. However, since my child will be on videotape
he or she could be identified. For this reason, only necessary persons
will be granted permission to view these videotapes. Thus, only Deanna
Nekovei’s doctoral dissertation committee, who are faculty members at
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and the judges (see below) will
be able to view these videotapes.
B. The judges will be people who are familiar with teacher education, and will
not be people affiliated with the University of Massachusetts-Amherst or
the public schools in the Amherst area. To ensure that only authorized
persons view these videotapes, they will be kept at Deanna Nekovei’s
home under lock and key.
4. The results of this study will be included in Deanna Nekovei’s doctoral dis¬
sertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional
journals for publication, and may appear in conferences.
5. The study will in no way effect what the practice teacher does nor will it effect
classroom instruction. My child’s permission is voluntary and he or she may
withdraw from part or all of the study at anytime without prejudice. I may
contact Deanna Nekovei if I have any questions about the research.

Child’s Name

Signature of Parents or Guardian

Date

Deanna Nekovei
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Early Childhood Education and Development

Forma Informativa de Consentimiento para Padre/Madre/Guardian
Entiendo que:
1. Deanna Nekovei, una estudiante doctoral en la universidad de MassachussettsAmherst, estara grabando en video maestras(os) practicantes mientras ensenan
en el salon de clase de mi hijo(a). Las cintas de video seran utilizadas como
parte de la disertacion doctoral de Deanna Nekovei, quien esta tratando de
determinar si las observaciones grabadas en cintas de video pueden ser juzgadas
con certeza utilizando una escala holistica.
2. El estudio no esta disenado para aprender cosas sobre los ninos(as) sino para
aprender sobre nuevos procedimientos para determinar el grado de aptitud de
los maestros(as). Sin embargo, los ninos apareceran en las cintas de video ya
que Deanna Nekovei estara grabando durante las horas de clase.
3. A. Informacion que identifique a individuos sera removida de las cintas videomagnetofonicas y sustituida por codificaciones numericas. Sin embargo,
como mi hijo(a) estara en la grabacion el o ella puede ser identificado(a).
Por esta razon, solamente se le dara permiso de ver estas cintas a per¬
sonas que realmente deban hacer lo. Por lo tanto, solamente miembros
del comite que supervisan la disertacion doctoral de Deanna Nekovei,
quines son miembros de la Facultad de la universidad de MassachussettsAmherst, y los jueces (vease entrada 3.B.) podran ver las grabaciones.

B. Los jueces seran personas quienes estan familiarizadas con ensenanza de
maestros(as) y personas no afiliadas a la universidad de MassachussettsAmherst o con las escuelas publicas en el area de Amherst. Su tarea sera
determinar la capacidad del maestro/maestra practicante. Para asegurar
que solo las personas autorizadas vean las grabaciones, las cintas estaran
guardadas, bajo Have, en la casa de Deanna Nekovei.
4. Los resultados de este estudio estaran incluidos en la disertacion doctoral de
Deanna Nekovei y podran ser incluidos en manuscritos suministrados a publicaciones profesionales asi como tambien podran aparecer en presentaciones hechas
en reuniones y conferencias profesionales.
5. El estudio de ninguna manera tendra efecto sobre lo que el maestro o la maestra
practicante hace en el salon de clase ni afectara la ensenanza. Sin embargo, si
usted tiene objeciones a que su hijo(a) aparezca en las cintas de video, usted
tiene el derecho de pedir que la imagen de su hijo(a) sea borrada de la cinta. Yo
podre contactar a Deanna Nekovei si tengo alguna pregunta sobre el estudio.

Nombre del nino(a)

Firma del padre/madre/guardian
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APPENDIX C

Sample Lesson Plan Format
Name of lesson/date:

Age/grade:

Rationale for teaching lesson:

Objectives:

Time required:

Materials:
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Procedures:
A) Introduction

B) Development

C) Conclusion

How have you accounted for individual students’ strengths and needs?
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How will you evaluate the lesson? (Test? Product? Observation?)

Student reaction:

Did you realize your objectives? Why or why not?:

What would you do differently another time?:

Other comments:

APPENDIX D
Analytic Scales
Valentine, J. (1992).

Principl es and practices for effective teacher evaluation.

(pp. 36-48). Allyn and Bacon Publishers.

I. Instructional process, The teacher:

A. Demonstrates evidence of lesson and unit planning and preparation.
• Prepares lessons designed to implement curricular goals and lesson
objectives.
• Prepares lessons designed to reflect the belief that all students can
attain basic goals and objectives if given adequate time and proper
instruction.
• Prepares lessons designed to challenge and stimulate students who
quickly master basic goals and objectives.
• Utilizes student files and seeks to understand student needs, abilities,
and interests to develop education experiences.
• Designs lessons in a clear, logical and appropriately structured format.
• Incorporates content from previous learnings into lesson plans to build
upon students’ learning experiences and ensure continuity and se¬
quencing of learning.
• Demonstrates evidence of short- and long-range planning.
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• Has needed equipment and materials readily available.

B.

Demonstrates knowledge of curriculum and subject matter.
• Teaches lessons using district curricular goals and objectives.
• Displays competent knowledge of the subject matter necessary to im¬
plement curricular goals and objectives in the classroom.
• Selects subject matter that is accurate and appropriate for the lesson
objectives.
• Selects subject matter that is accurate and appropriate for the stu¬
dents’ abilities and interests.

C. Uses effective teaching techniques, strategies, and skills during the lesson.
• Develops a mental and physical readiness among students for the
lesson.
• Discusses learning objectives with students when appropriate to les¬
son methodology.
• Uses a variety of teaching techniques appropriate to student needs and
subject matter (e.g., lecturing, modeling, questioning, experimenta¬
tion, role-playing).
• Presents content accurately.,
• Gives clear, concise, reasonable directions to students.
• Stimulates thinking through a variety of questioning levels and tech¬
niques.
• Provides opportunities to learn through exploration and investigation.
• Monitors student understanding during the learning process.
• Assigns a variety of activities that require application of the skills and
concepts taught.
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• Uses current events and unexpected situations for their educational
value.
• Provides opportunities for guided and independent practice.
• Summarizes units and lessons effectively.
• Implements activities that develop good study skills.
• Demonstrates ability to communicate effectively during the lesson us¬
ing appropriate verbal, nonverbal, and written skills (e.g., vocabulary,
grammar, voice, facial expressions, gestures, movement about room,
spelling, handwriting).

D. Uses instructional time effectively.
• Begins instruction promptly.
• Avoids unnecessary interruptions of instruction.
• Avoids inappropriate digressions from instructional objectives.
• Provides for appropriate learning activities throughout the scheduled
instructional time.
• Monitors student time on task.
• Provides for smooth transition between lessons and/or activities.
• Paces instruction appropriately.

E. Evaluates student progress effectively.
• Uses evaluation techniques that are consistent with school and district
philosophy.
• Uses evaluation techniques appropriate to curricular goals and objec¬
tives.
• Uses a variety of evaluation techniques (e.g.
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pre- and posttesting,

teacher-made tests, tests from other sources, oral and written activi¬
ties, projects).
• Constructs tests directly related to skills and concepts taught.
• Provides evaluative feedback in a timely manner.
• Uses a variety of techniques for communicating progress (e.g., immedi¬
ate feedback, written and verbal comments, grades, scores, individual
and group conferences).

F. Provides for individual differences.
• Groups students for each instructional activity in a manner that best
facilitates learning.
• Uses knowledge of various learning styles of students.
• Uses knowledge of students’ previously diagnosed strengths and diffi¬
culties.
• Uses multisensory approaches (e.g., tactile, visual, auditory).
• Uses levels of questions appropriate to student needs.
• Provides activities and materials coordinated with the learning expe¬
rience and developmental level of each student.
• Provides alternative learning experiences for students whose evalua¬
tion results indicate the need for reteaching.
• Adapts practice activities to meet students’ needs.
• Understands and applies child development principles in the instruc¬
tional process.
G.

Demonstrates ability to motivate students.
• Communicates challenging expectations to students.
• Provides students with opportunities to succeed.
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• Stimulates and encourages creative, critical thinking, and problem¬
solving skills.
• Gives constructive feedback frequently and promptly.
• Uses activities that promote student involvement.
• Uses activities that stimulate learning about relevant situations inside
and outside the school.
• Responds positively to students’ requests for assistance.
• Helps students develop positive self-concepts.
• Encourages and involves students who show little or no interest.
• Selects and uses appropriate reinforcers to promote learning.
• Demonstrates enthusiasm.

H. Maintains a classroom climate conducive to learning.
• Establishes efficient classroom routines.
• Provides a physical environment conducive t good health and safety
(e.g., lighting, temperature, seating).
• Maintains an attractive, orderly, functional classroom.
• Ensures that information can be read, seen and heard by students.
• Organizes classroom space to match instructional plans and student
needs.
• Anticipates classroom disruptions and plans accordingly.
• Establishes and clearly communicates expectations and parameters
for student classroom behavior.
• Creates a learning environment appropriate for the activity.
• Establishes a climate of mutual respect and mutuality of purpose.
I. Manages student behavior in a constructive manner.
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• Manages discipline problems in accordance with school and district
philosophy and procedures.
• Is courteous and sensitive but firm and professional when handling
student behavior problems.
• Anticipates and corrects disruptive behavior in a constructive and
timely manner.
• Recognizes inconsequential behavior and responds accordingly.
• Endeavors to identify and resolve cause of undesirable behavior.
• Manages the behavior of individuals, thereby maximizing learning for
the group.
• Promotes positive self-image within students while managing their
behavior.
• Maintains a positive attitude toward student management.
• Uses effective techniques to promote self-discipline and maintain ap¬
propriate behavior so the learning process may continue (e.g., social
approval, contingent activities, consequences, verbal and nonverbal
cues, positive reinforcement).

II.

Interpersonal relationships, The teacher:

A. Demonstrates positive interpersonal relationships with students.
• Demonstrates respect, understanding, and acceptance of each student
as an individual, regardless of sex, race, ethnic origin, cultural or
socioeconomic background, religion, or handicapping condition.
• Interacts with students in a mutually respectful, empathetic, just
manner.
• Respects the individual’s right to hold differing views.
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• Communicates effectively in oral and written form (e.g., grammar,
syntax, vocabulary, spelling).
• Uses effective active listening skills.
• Encourages students to develop to their full potential.
• Recognizes that students’ emotional well-being affects their learning
potential.
• Gives time willingly to provide for a student’s academic and personal
needs.
• Assists students in dealing with success and failure.
• Gives praise and constructive criticism.
• Makes an effort to know each student as an individual.
• Shows sensitivity to physical development and special health needs of
students.
• Uses and appreciates humor in proper perspectives.
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Fluegge, L. (1990). The evaluation of intern teachers: The development of an ob¬
servation instrument. Kentucky Department of Education, Office of Research
and Planning, Division of Research.
No. ED 331890)

KTIP Classroom Observation Instrument

A. Content Section
• States/defines content focus
• Explains content clearly
• Models/applies content focus
• Checks for comprehension
• Provides guided practice
• Conducts review/summary
• Provides independent practice

B. Questioning Techniques Section
• Asks academic question
• Asks multiple question
• Asks/pauses/names
• Does not provide wait
• Guides reciter
• Does not guide reciter
• Allows call-outs
• Asks procedural questions
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(ERIC Document Reproduction Service

• Asks unrelated questions

C. Responses Section
• Acknowledges student responses
• Rephrases/amplifies student responses
• Corrects/clarifies student responses
• Does not correct/clarify responses
• Responds to academic questions/input
• Responds to non-academic questions/input

D.

Praise Section

• Uses specific academic praise
• Uses general academic praise
• Uses group academic praise
• Uses conduct-related praise

E. Communication Section
• Cues students
• Uses emphasis
• Uses challenge
• Uses sarcasm/negative effect

F. Management Section
• Stops misconduct positively
• Stops misconduct negatively
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• Does not stop misconduct
• Uses sarcasm/negative effect

G. Time Section

• Minimizes management time
• Manages instructional time
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Peterson, D., Kromrey, J., Micceri, T.,

&

Smith, B. 0. (1987).

Florida perfor¬

mance measurement system: An example of its application.

The Journal of

Educational Research, 80(3), 141-148.

A.

Content Section

• Orients students to class work/maintains academic focus
• Treats concept-definition/attributes/examples/nonexamples
• States and applies academic rule
• Discusses cause-effect/uses linking words/applies law or principle
• Gives directions/assigns/checks comprehension of homework, seatwork as¬
signment /gives feedback
• Questions: academic comprehension/lesson development
• Provides for practice
• Circulates and assists students
• Conducts beginning/ending review

B.

Questioning Techniques Section

• Questions: academic comprehension/lesson development
• Poses multiple questions asked as one, unison response
• Poses non-academic questions/nonacademic procedural questions

C.

Responses Section
• Recognizes response/amplifies/gives corrective feedback

D. Praise Section
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• Gives specific academic praise
• Uses general, non-specific praise

E. Communication Section
• Expresses enthusiasm/verbally challenges students
• Ignores student or response/expresses sarcasm, disgust, harshness

F. Management Section
• Stops misconduct
• Delays desist/doesn’t stop misconduct/desists punitively
• Maintains instructional momentum

G.

Time Section

• Begins instruction promptly
• Handles materials in an orderly manner
• Maintains instructional momentum
• Delays
• Does not organize or handle materials systematically
• Loses momentum-fragments/non-academic directions, overdwells
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North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh
(1986).

Professional development resources.

An annotated bibliography for

five TPAI functions. Outside Evaluator Project.

North Carolina Teacher Performance Appraisal Instrument
1.0 Management of Instructional Time

1.1 Teacher has materials, supplies, and equipment ready at the start of the
lesson or instructional activity.
1.2 Teacher gets the class started quickly.

1.3 Teacher gets students on task quickly at the beginning of each lesson or
instructional activity.
2.0 Management of Student Behavior
2.1 Teacher has established a set of rules and procedures that govern the han¬
dling of routine administrative matters.
2.2 Teacher has established a set of rules and procedures that govern the stu¬
dent verbal participation and talk during different types of activities
whole-class instruction, small-group instruction, and so forth.

2.3 Teacher has established a set of rules and procedures that govern student
movement in the classroom during different types of instructional and
non-instructional activities.

2.4 Teacher frequently monitors the behavior of all students during wholeclass, small group, and seatwork activities and during transitions between
instructional activities.

2.5 Teacher stops inappropriate behavior promptly and consistently, yet main¬
tains the dignity of the student.
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3.0 Instructional Presentation
3.1 Teacher begins lesson or instructional activity with a review of previous
materials.

3.2 Teacher introduces the lesson or instructional activity and specifies learn¬
ing objectives when appropriate.

3.3 Teacher speaks fluently and precisely.
3.4 Teacher presents the lesson or instructional activity using concepts and
language understandable to the students.

3.5 Teacher provides relevant examples and demonstrations to illustrate con¬
cepts and skills.

3.6 Teacher assigns tasks that students handle with a high rate of success.
3.7 Teacher asks appropriate levels of questions which students handle with a
high rate of success.

3.8 Teacher conducts lesson at a brisk pace, slowing presentations when nec¬
essary for student understanding but avoiding unnecessary slowdowns.

3.9 Teacher makes transitions between lessons and between instructional ac¬
tivities within lessons efficiently and smoothly.

3.10 Teacher makes sure that the assignment is clear.
3.11 Teacher summarizes the main points of the lesson at the end of the lesson
or instructional activity.

4.0 Instructional monitoring of student performance
4.1 Teacher maintains clear, firm, and reasonable work standards and due
dates.

4.2 Teacher circulates during classwork to check all students’ performance.
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4.3 Teacher routinely uses oral, written, and other work products to check
student progress.

4.4 The teacher poses questions clearly and one at a time.
5.0 Instructional Feedback
5.1 Teacher provides feedback on the correctness or incorrectness of in-class
work to encourage student growth.

5.2 Teacher regularly provides prompt feedback on assigned out-of-class work.
5.3 Teacher affirms a correct oral answer appropriately and moves on.
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Deasy, G., Heitzenroder, W., Wienke, W., and Bloom, L. (1991). A comparison of
methods for providing evaluative feedback to practicum students on segments
of teaching during special education practicum in rural areas.
Our Potential: Rural Education in the 90’s.

In Reaching

Conference Proceedings, Rural

Education Symposium, Nashville, TN. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service
No. ED 342540)

Behavior Coding Definitions
Transition Students are between lessons or activities and are not engaged in any
type of activity or instruction. Time spent taking role, getting in line, etc. are
all counted as transition.

Introduction Time spent by the teacher introducing a lesson, providing an advance
organizer, stating the objectives/purpose of the lesson or the activities to come.

Direct Instruction Time spent in teaching a new skill or reviewing a skill. The
teacher demonstrates, models, explains concepts, students ask questions, listen,
respond to teacher questions.

Guided Practice The teacher assist students in practicing the skill. The students
are engaged in doing problem/activity with the teacher.

May include group

practice ( choral and random student responding to teacher questions), students
completing individual tasks (e.g., problems on the board) while the teacher
monitors and provides assistance.

Independent Work Students are engaged in independent drill and practice work
activities, such as work sheets, work from the board, etc.

Evaluation Student and teacher engaged in activity geared to evaluate the outcome
of a lesson or to measure student progress toward a goal (e.g., curriculum based
assessment, classroom quizzes or tests.
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Positive Feedback Each time the teacher responds to an appropriate behavior or
response with a positive comment or praise.

Negative Feedback Each time a teacher calls attention to an inappropriate be¬
havior or response by making a negative comment.
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APPENDIX E
Description of Score Points
4. Exceeds Satisfactory Performance
Instructional Orientation.

The lesson is well thought out and proceeds in a

logical pattern. The teacher clearly states her expectations for successful per¬
formance to students. The teacher introduces the lesson by reminding students
what they have been studying and then leads into the lesson.
Instructional Method/Delivery. The teacher engages students by providing a
lesson that is at their ability level, but at the same time challenging.
teacher groups students effectively.

The

The teacher uses a variety of teaching

strategies to ensure students understand such as repeating phrases in a slightly
different way.

The teacher uses concrete manipulatives when appropriate to

the lesson. The teacher’s instructional approach fits students age/ability level
and subject matter.
Instructional Management.

The teacher begins the lesson promptly.

The

teacher monitors student time on task. There are smooth transitions between
activities. Teacher and students work together in a cooperative manner. While
there may be a few disruptions by individuals, they are minor and dealt with
appropriately.
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3. Above Satisfactory Performance
Instructional Orientation. The lesson is fairly well thought out and proceeds in
a logical manner. The teacher may or may not state expectations for student
performance. The teacher introduces the lesson by stating what they will do for
that lesson in a clear and logical manner. There may or may not be discussion
of prior learning. If there is a discussion of prior learning, it fails to fully tie in
past learning with new learning.
Instructional Method/Delivery.
ability level of students.
effective way.

Subject matter is appropriate for grade and

Students may or may not be grouped in the most

However, teacher’s instructional approach fits the type of les¬

son/students in the class.

Concrete manipulatives used effectively.

Commu¬

nicates effectively with students by making use of verbal and nonverbal cues.
For the most part students actively engaged in the lesson.
Instructional Management. Lesson begins without much delay. There are few
disruptions. Teacher monitors students. Only occasionally needs to ask a stu¬
dent to pay attention. Student misbehavior dealt with appropriately. However,
no major disruptions. Lesson paced appropriately. Transitions fairly smooth,
not an excessive amount of time wasted during these times.

2. Meets Satisfactory Performance
Instructional Orientation. The lesson has been thought out, but may contain
incongruent elements such as teacher failed to plan for the amount of time
necessary to complete the lesson. The teacher is not successful in transmitting
what will constitute successful performance.

There may or may not be an

introduction to the lesson.
Instructional Method/Delivery. The lesson is appropriate for grade and ability
level of students. However, the teacher uses poor judgement in instructional
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approach and method of grouping students. The teacher does not make the
best use of concrete manipulatives, if they are used in the lesson.

Students

appear bored and distracted for much of the lesson.
Instructional Management.

Lesson may begin with a few minor disruptions.

Supplies accessible most of the time. Teacher may need to continually stop and
correct student misbehavior.

1. Unsatisfactory Performance
Instructional Orientation. The lesson is haphazardly constructed. The teacher
seems to be making it up as he/she goes along, or has not taken the time
to thoroughly think out development of the lesson.

The teacher is unclear

about expectations for successful performance by students. There is little or
no introduction.
Instructional Met hod/Deli very. The lesson is inappropriate for grade and abil¬
ity level of students. Uses poor judgement in instructional approach such as
lecturing to a group of kindergartners. Does not use concrete manipulatives,
or does so inappropriately. Students not engaged in the lesson, appear bored,
distracted and/or confused. Teacher not at all enthusiastic appears to be just
waiting for the lesson to end. May give students mixed messages.
Instructional Management. The lesson begins with delays. Supplies not readily
available. Student may be continually disruptive. Lesson has many stops and
starts. Teacher/students do not respect each other.

They may use sarcasm.

Teacher may continually correct incidental transgressions of behavior such as
playing with objects in desk.
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APPENDIX F
Sample Principal Letter
Dear Principal,
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Teacher Education and Curricu¬
lum Studies at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. My dissertation topic
is ’’Video Performance Assessment: Student Teachers.” This study hopes to narrow
the gap that now exits in terms of actual teaching practices and teacher performance
evaluation. It is the goal of this study to use a procedure called ’’Holistic Scoring”
to train elementary teachers to accurately evaluate videotaped beginner teacher per¬
formance.

This study will also deal with the issue of what is competent beginner

teacher performance. Basically, to judge something holistically, is to judge it for its
total effect. While its component parts do have an impact on the rater (the judge),
it is the overall quality, not the discrete parts, that provide the basis for assessment.
To complete my dissertation, I need to train tweleve elementary school teachers to
holistically score videotapes of student teachers, who were just completing their final
practicum. They would need to come to the University of Massachusetts-Amherst
for one full day in February (on a weekend).
Further, I believe that it may be possible for teachers to obtain Professional
Development Points ( PDP) for their participation in this workshop. Edward White
(1985) a major proponent for holistic scoring of written text suggests that:
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a holistic essay reading is the most effective in-service training for the
teaching of writing yet discovered. It accomplishes more for the educa¬
tion and morale of the faculty involved than would a series of lectures,
seminars, and retreats-indeed, it combines the virtues of various schemes
for faculty development most creatively (pp. 166-167).
It is my belief that holistic scoring of teacher performance videotapes could poten¬
tially have the same positive effects on elementary school teachers, who participate
in the process of holistic scoring. Further it it hoped that participating teachers will
come away from this experience with new found knowledge of what is competent
beginner teacher performance, so that they will be better able to evaluate interns
(student teachers) in their classrooms and additionally to improve their own teaching
performances. All of which would have a positive effect on student learning and the
teaching climate in general.
In closing, I would appreciate your cooperation in helping to get tweleve elemen¬
tary school teachers to participate in this study. I look forward to hearing from you
in the near future, if you have any questions or comments please feel free to contact
me at (telephone numbers).
Sincerely,
Deanna Nekovei, Doctoral Student
We, the below signed, attest that this doctoral dissertation titled ” Video Per¬
formance Assessment: Student ” is approved and sponsored by the Department of
Teacher Education and Curriculum Studies at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst.
Dr. George Forman, Chair of Dissertation Committee
Dr. Richard Clark, Director of Teacher Education
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APPENDIX G

Sample Teacher Letter
Dear Teacher,
I am a doctoral student in the Department of Teacher Education and Curricu¬
lum Studies at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. My dissertation topic
is ’’Video Performance Assessment: Student Teachers.” This study hopes to narrow
the gap that now exits in terms of actual teaching practices and teacher performance
evaluation. It is the goal of this study to use a procedure called ’’Holistic Scoring”
to train elementary teachers to accurately evaluate videotaped beginner teacher per¬
formance. This study will also deal with the issue of what is competent beginner
teacher performance. Basically, to judge something holistically, is to judge it for its
total effect. While its component parts do have an impact on the rater (the judge),
it is the overall quality, not the discrete parts, that provide the basis for assessment.
To complete my dissertation, I need to train tweleve elementary school teachers to
holistically score videotapes of student teachers, who were just completing their final
practicum. You would need to come to the University of Massachusetts-Amherst for
one full day, February 4, 1995. All participating teachers will receive an honorarium
of $50.00. Additionally, refreshments and lunch will be provided.
Further, I believe that it may be possible for teachers to obtain Professional
Development Points ( PDP) for their participation in this workshop. Edward White
(1985) a major proponent for holistic scoring of written text suggests that:
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a holistic essay reading is the most effective in-service training for the
teaching of writing yet discovered. It accomplishes more for the educa¬
tion and morale of the faculty involved than would a series of lectures,
seminars, and retreats-indeed, it combines the virtues of various schemes
for faculty development most creatively (pp. 166-167).

It is my belief that holistic scoring of teacher performance videotapes could poten¬
tially have the same positive effects on elementary school teachers, who participate
in the process of holistic ascoring. Further it it hoped that participating teachers
will come away from this experience with new found knowledge of what is competent
beginner teacher performance, so that they will be better able to evaluate interns
(student teachers) in their classrooms and additionally to improve their own teaching
performances. All of which would have a positive effect on student learning and the
teaching climate in general.
In closing, teachers who would like to participate should contact the scholl prin¬
cipal and let him/her know of their interest in this workshop, or contact me directly
at the telephone number listed below. I look forward to hearing from you in the
near future, if you have any questions or comments please feel free to contact me at
(telephone numbers).
Sincerely,
Deanna Nekovei, Doctoral Student
We, the below signed, attest that this doctoral dissertation titled ’ Video Per¬
formance Assessment: Student ” is approved and sponsored by the Department of
Teacher Education and Curriculum Studies at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst.
Dr. George Forman, Chair of Dissertation Committee
Dr. Richard Clark, Director of Teacher Education
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APPENDIX H
For The Raters
H.l

Introduction

This is an adaptation of the Holistic Scoring Manual. Basic Skills Improvement
Policy Implementation Guide #2 (1979) for the Massachusetts State Department of

Education by Eileen Peters of Educational Testing Service.
You are to be part of a holistic scoring process that assures that beginner teacher
performance videotapes are judged as objectively as possible. You were selected to
participate because you are an experienced teacher. This rater packet is designed
to familarize raters in the procedures of holistic scoring and consists of four sections
which are as follows: an introduction, For the Raters; a detailed outline of procedures
in holistic scoring, The Training Session; a section that tells what to do with problem
videotapes, Discussing Problems and Unusual Videotaped Lessons; and lastly, a
section on how to score videotapes, The Scoring.
When you use the holistic scoring method, you view a full thirty minute videotape
and judge it for the total impact it makes on you. Even if you have never scored
holistically, you will find that your experience as a teacher enables you to make the
definite overall judgments required for holistic scoring. If a beginner teacher makes
some errors in classroom management, classroom set-up, poor choice in grouping
students, ect., those weaknesses will, of course, constitute part of your impression of
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the videotaped lesson. However, it is more important that you base your score on
the overall quality of the videotaped lesson.
Even the best videotaped lessons will not be free from errors.

When you con¬

sider the constraints that were imposed upon the beginner teachers-the time limita¬
tions, the tenseness of the testing situation, you will realize why you and the other
raters must not expect perfection or judge a videotaped lesson against a preconceived
”ideal” lesson. Instead, you should judge each videotaped lesson against the other
videotaped lessons done for the purpose of this dissertation.
In order to judge the videotaped lessons in comparison to other videotaped
lessons, you must, of course, have a ’’feel” for the kinds of lessons and the range
of beginner teacher ability levels the videotaped exercise elicited.

In the training

part of the scoring session, the Chief Rater will present you with sample videotaped
lessons selected to give you an idea of the types of papers you will be scoring. As
you and the other raters score and discuss these training videotaped lessons, you
will consider questions that pertain to the videotaped lessons you are scoring. For
example, the questions to be resolved for these videotaped lessons might be: How
closely should the directions be followed? Just how structured should a lesson be?
The ways the group of raters agree to answer these questions become your standards
for scoring the videotaped lessons. Standards are not prescribed by the Chief Rater,
they are set during the training part of the scoring session.

H.2

The Training Session

1. Understand the Four-point Rating Scale. You will score the videotaped lessons
on a four-point scale with 4 as the highest score. Obviously, there is no middle
score.

One of the reasons why the four-point scale works well is that raters

are forced away from a middle, or uncommitted, score. You must first decide
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whether the videotaped lesson, when compared with other videotaped lessons,
is in the upper half (4-3 category) or in the lower half (2-1 category). Then
you must decide whether that videotaped lesson is good enough to rate the
highest score (4) or so poor that it rates the lowest score (1).

New raters

are often reluctant to grant any videotaped lesson a 4. You must remember
that the videotaped lessons are being judged against each other, not against
a ”perfect” videotaped lesson that might exist in your mind. Unfortunately,
no rater-experienced or inexperienced-seems to need assurance about giving
out 2’s and l’s; all raters need to be reminded from time to time that some
videotaped lessons are worth more than a 2 or a 1.

2. Score the Training Papers.

The Chief Rater will select sample videotaped

lessons that will give you an idea of the types of videotaped lessons you can
expect. You will view the sample videotaped lessons and assign them scores.
You may have doubts about how to score the first training videotaped lesson,
but after a few more, you should be able to compare videotaped lessons and
make judgments readily.

As you score the training videotaped lessons, the Chief Rater will record the score
distribution on the blackboard. If, after scoring a few training videotaped lessons,
you find that your scoring is inconsistent with that of the rest of the raters, you
should adust to the standards of the majority. Unless all raters judge the videotaped
lessons in the same way, the scoring procedures will be unreliable and unfair to the
beginner teachers.
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H.3

Discussing Problems and Unusual Video¬
taped Lessons

During the actual viewing of the videotaped lessons, you might see a videotaped
lesson that is difficult to score because of poor audio/visual quality, the teacher
and/or students are not in view, that is, you probably can hear well enough what
is going on, but they seem to be in another part of the room and are thus not
in camera range.

These videotaped lesson should be immediately brought to the

attention of the Chief Rater, fn the training session, raters should set a policy for
handling such videotaped lessons. If a beginner teacher/students are not visible for
only a short while, you would probably be wise not to downgrade the score of the
beginner teacher’s videotaped lesson. Just be certain that you never lose sight of the
standards set by you and the other raters.
Videotaped lessons that are completely void of information due to poor au¬
dio/visual output or cases where the beginner and students are absent (off screen)
should receive a score of zero. These must be brought to the Chief Rater’s attention
as well.

H.4

The Scoring

Videotaped lessons will be continually distributed and collected throughourt the
holistic scoring session. You are to view each thirty minute videotaped lesson and
make judgments based on your first impression of that videotaped lesson after three
different time intervals, that of ten minutes, twenty minutes, and thirty minutes.
The Chief Rater will monitor the scoring by viewing some of the videotaped lessons
and checking the scores assigned to it. If the Chief Rater finds that several of you
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are losing sight of the standards or that there are too many score discrepancies, she
may interrupt the scoring so that you may all be brought back into agreement.
Because each videotaped lesson being scored holistically is assessed by two dif¬
ferent raters, it will have two scores on it. If both scores match, the raters are said
to be in perfect agreement. If the score combination is a split of either 4/3, 3/2, or
2/1, this spit is acceptable. However, discrepant scores from raters (combinations of
either 4/2, 4/1, or 3/1) are not acceptable. As mentioned above, if there are many
discrepant scores assigned, the Chief Rater may call for a retraining session.
At the end of viewing each videotaped lesson, after each pair of raters has assigned
a score, the pair of raters will briefly discuss, for a period of time not to exceed two
minutes, how they arrived at their scores.
taped.
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These brief interactions will be audio

APPENDIX I
Rater Questionnaire
1.

Age_

2.

Gender_

3.

Ethnic Membership:
African American_

Asian_

Hispanic_

Caucasian

Other(specify)_
4.

Number of Years Teaching_

5.

Grade Currently Teaching_

6.

Subject Currently Teaching_

7.

What other subjects/grades have you taught in the past?

8.

Level of Education(year of graduation)

9.

B.A

M.S.

B.S.

Ph.D.

Ed.D

Other(specify)

Have you supervised students teachers (full time) in the past?
If yes, how many students and when did you supervise the(se)
student(s)?

10.

Have you ever Participated in a holistic scoring workshop?
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APPENDIX J
Agenda
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
School of Education

Agenda for Holistic Scoring Workshop
February 4, 1995

7:45-8:00

Refreshments

8:00-10:30

Holistic Scoring Training Session

10:30-12:30

Scoring Session

12:30-1:30

Lunch (provided)

1:30-2:00

Brief Retraining Session

2:00-4:30

Scoring Session

4:30-5:00

Summary of Holistic Scoring
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APPENDIX K
Rater Agreement
I, have agreed to participate in a holistic training and scoring workshop. This
workshop will be conducted on February 4, 1995 from 7:45 AM to 5:00 PM. I un¬
derstand that I will recieve an honorarium of $50.00 for my participation in this
workshop.
I understand that this workshop is part of Deanna Nekovei’s doctoral dissertation
titled Video Performance Assessment:

Student Teachers.

I also understand that

classified information my be disclosed at this workshop and that this information
must remain confidential in order to protect the rights of those videotaped and also
to maintain security of the training/scoring session.
For the above mentioned reasons, I agree not to divulge information of any nature,
to anyone outside the training/scoring workshop. This includes information of the
identity of beginner teachers and students in the class, performance of beginner
teachers, the training session, and the scoring rubric.
I, the below signed do hereby agree to abide by the conditions set forth in this
agreement.

Signature of Teacher

Date

Deanna Nekovei, Doctoral Student, UMASS

Date
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APPENDIX L
Sample Score Form
Tape Number 10 Minutes 20 Minutes 30 Minutes

Upper:
4 Exceeds Satisfactory Performance
3 Above Satisfactory Performance

Lower:
2 Meets Satisfactory Performance
1 Unsatisfactory Performance
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APPENDIX M
Rater Evaluation Form
1. In your opinion, which camera position (A-front, B-back, or Csimultaneous) more accurately recorded beginner teacher perfor¬
mance? Why?

2. Do you believe that videotaping is a valid method of teacher evalu¬
ation?

3. Should holistic scoring be used in teacher evaluation? With or with¬
out video...?

4. Please provide any further comments you have on this method of
evaluation.
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APPENDIX N
Frequency of Response Tables

Table N.l: First Set of Raters at Ten Minutes.
Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

03

05.6

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

10

18.5

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

27

50.0

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

10

18.5

Total

54

100.0

Table N.2: Second Set of Raters at Ten Minutes.

Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

03

05.6

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

11

20.4

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

24

44.4

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

12

22.2

Total

54

100.0
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Table N.3: First Set of Raters at Twenty Minutes.

Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

05

09.3

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

09

16.7

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

21

38.9

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

15

27.8

Total

54

100.0

Table N.4: Second Set of Raters at Twenty Minutes.

Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

05

09.3

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

09

16.7

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

23

42.6

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

13

24.1

Total

54

100.0

Table N.5: First Set of Raters at Thirty Minutes.

Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

05

09.3

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

08

14.8

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

21

38.9

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

16

29.6

Total

54

100.0
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Table N.6: Second Set of Raters at Thirty Minutes.

Value Label

Value

Frequency

Percent

Unscoreable

0

04

07.4

Unsatisfactory Performance

1

05

09.3

Meets Satisfactory Performance

2

09

16.7

Above Satisfactory Performance

3

19

35.2

Exceeds Satisfactory Performance

4

17

31.5

Total

54

100.0
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APPENDIX O
Raw Data at Thirty Minutes
Beginner

Camera Condition

Teacher

Front

Back

Dual

Videotape

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1st

2nd

1

2

2

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

5

1

1

2

2

4

4

6

3

3

0

0

2

2

7

4

4

0

0

3

3

8

4

4

2

2

3

3

11

3

3

4

4

3

3

12

2

2

2

2

3

2

13

1

1

3

3

3

3

15

4

4

4

4

4

4

17

3

3

1

1

3

3

18

3

3

3

4

2

2

20

1

1

3

3

4

4

21

3

3

3

3

2

2

22

0

0

4

4

3

3

24

0

0

1

1

3

3

25

3

3

4

4

4

4
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